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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to analyse the program of 
In-service education In Texas and its effectiveness in meet­
ing the needs of teachers of vocational agriculture# Ques­
tionnaires were mailed to the teachers of vocational
agriculture in Texas# Of this number, 62 per cent responded# 
When a conference was held with each of the teacher trainer© 
of the educational institutions, an interview form was com­
pleted by the writer# Further information was procxired 
through a visit to the State office for vocational services#
Data reported by teachers of vocational agriculture 
represented in this study, when compiled, revealed the fol­
lowing information*
(!) That the average department had all-day students, 
12.9 young farmers, and 27*0 adult farmers enrolled in class­
es for vocational agriculture,
(2) That the teachers had an average of 7*5 years of 
experience in teaching vocational agriculture and an average 
of I4..7 years of experience in their present positions#
(3) That bachelor* s degrees were held from 22 different 
educational institutions, and that two hundred fifty held 
master’s degrees*
(Ij.) An average attendance of 3*8 county meetings, 8*1 
district meetings, 2#1 area meetings, and a total of ip3 
National meetings# Three hundred forty-two teachers eval-
vii
uated district meetings as the most effective vocational 
meetings in Improving programs,
(5) An average attendance of 11.5 county and local agri­
cultural meetings*
{6) That there were £*6 county classroom teachers* meet** 
ings attended by each teacher* These meetings were predomi­
nantly rated as wpoorw and "fair” in improving instruction*
(7) That less than one visit per teacher was made from
the State staff of supervisors* Most of the visits lasted
less than one-half day and were rated predominantly wgoodlt
and "fair11 in the improvement of teaching*
(8) That 97 teachers preferred supervisory visit® of 
on© day in length, 10? preferred visits of less than one- 
half day, and 183 teachers indicated one-half-day visits as 
most effective in improving teaching*
(9) That 219 teachers reported supervision through visit 
ation was being practiced by local superintendents. Seventy 
teachers reported visits from county superintendents, and 163  
teachers reported visits by high school principals*
(10) That 836 visits were made from The Extension Serv­
ice, 802 visits from The Soil Conservation Service, 196 visit 
from The Texas Fish, Gam© and Oyster Commission, 276 visits 
from The PMA, 97 visits from The REA, and 205 visits from 
The FHA.
(11) That teaehers received 1^,126 publications from 
the teacher training institutions*
vlii
(12) That an average attendance of seven faculty meetings 
was made during the year,
(13) That the teachers published an average of 9*8 arti­
cles in current literature,
(llf) That 100 per oent of the teachers read agricultural 
publications*
(15) That 82j. teachers participated in research*
(16) That teachers expressed interest in professional 
growth when 21? requested activities they would like imple­
mented by the agricultural education departments of the edu­
cational Institutions, 131*. requested activities from State 
supervisory staffs, 91 requested activities from their local 
school administrators, 155 requested activities from the tech­
nical agricultural departments of the educational institutions- 




In-service education in some form can probably b© 
traced back as far as civilization itself. Prehistoric 
man must have taught his sons the accepted proper use of 
crudely fashioned weapons in slaying beasts to provide 
clothing and food so essential to life as they knew it.
He must also have watched and counseled from a nearby 
spot as the sons applied their skill and shouted words of 
wisdom in the improvement of this skill that was the means 
of survival for the individual and the tribe. These sons 
also probably met in council with the older and more ex­
perienced hunters and warriors to hear discussed and to 
see demonstrated more modern means of fashioning and 
wielding these weapons used in the craft that was nec­
essary for existence* Weaknesses were observed in their 
weapons, without a doubt, as well as in their technique of 
applying them* When a well-aimed blow failed to fell a 
prized and dangerous animal or another warrior from an 
enemy tribe, the result was so costly that Immediate re­
medial efforts were necessary* These weaknesses, along 
with suggested Improvements, were then brought to the next 
council for discussion.
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The pow-pow of the American Indian was little more 
than a conference or a meeting wherein important modifi­
cations or alterations were mad© to former decisions in 
th© light of needs observed In the field of practice*
Most educators realise th© supreme importance of in- 
service education for all teachers* Vast sums of money, 
much careful planning and extensive research have gone 
into the programs for pre-service training of teachers, 
yet relatively little Is being don© concerning following 
the teacher through educational devices to his place of 
employment*
If the work of schools Is to be done well, the continued education of th© teacher is fundamental.Th© training of teachers should not end with a normal 
school or college diploma; It should not end with getting a life certificate; it should not end with 
experience; by no means should It end when on© be­comes a high-school teacher. 3-
Fortunately, for the recipients of our educational 
systems, th© certification law© of most States are re­
quiring better prepared teachers in all fields. Teaching 
is becoming more professionalized than ever before and 
the role of th© teacher In the supreme effort to educate 
for democracy Is being accepted In th© realm of academic 
respectability* These trends lend to a wholesome aware­
ness that teachers must continue to improve themselves
1 C. H* Kendall, ^Training Teachers in Service,M 
School and Society* Vol* 1, (April 10, 1915)# P* 510*
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professionally if they are to meet th© challenges of a 
changing society.
Prom extensive reading the author has gained th© 
opinion that many teachers of vocational agriculture be­
lieve that they go into the service of teaching without 
being sufficiently trained to compete with the varying 
and prodigious problems that arise. It is also the opin­
ion of teachers that regardless of motivation when leaving 
the teacher training institution, without a continuing in­
spirational training there is grave danger of regression 
or failing to grow to the maximum of proficiency that is 
in keeping with teachers* potentialities*
It is assumed that no teaeher-training institu­tion claims to graduate a finished product, even after four college years of preparation Interrupted It may be, by periods of valuable experience In the field*If we are to claim to be members of a profession, w© must hold to the necessity for and the possibility 
of continuity of training so long as growth Is main­
tained*^
Teachers can hardly enter the profession fully quali­
fied to cop© with the multitude of problem© that are sure 
to be encountered* The varying personality traits and 
differences In character of the people with whom they 
work together with perpetual change of custom and tradi­
tion would test the most perspicacious individual In try­
ing to become adjusted to a new environment* It is widely
2 Frederick L* Whitney, "Effective Factors in the 
Growth of Teachers in Service,** American School Board 
Journal, Vol. 7̂1-> (June, 1927), p. l|X.
b
recognized among educators that teacher training institu­
tions can only provide the initial training and probably 
inspire a quest for a more profound learning in the teachers 
they attempt to train*
It may be safely said that not one man out of a hundred graduating from our courses in agricultural 
education is fully prepared to make a success of teaching agriculture In the high schools* Vocational* agriculture is b o  complicated in its methods of pre­sentation, so complex in its administrative details, 
so little standardised In its organization, that teacher training departments find it well-nigh Im­possible to prepare fully their students during th© academic course*
Because of differences In localities, variation In character of classes, and dissimilarity In the 
personalities of teachers it seems that steps should 
be taken to follow the teacher In his work, to assist and guide him In contending with the very great variety of problems which arise*
That this Is true in other lines of teaching Is amply shown by the large number of articles in educa­
tional magazines dealing with the subject of training 
In service* It has com© to b© th© feeling that train- * Ing within the institution is but the beginning and furthermore, that the training which Is given while actually engaged in the teaching is of greater and 
more practical value than any other type* Supervisors, principals, and superintendents find that more and more of their time is well and profitably spent in 
training In eervlc©.
If this be true of the teaching of English, math­ematics, geography, literature, and the like, how much 
more so must it be true with a subject such as voca­tional agriculture* Hot only Is It a much newer sub­ject but teachers are greatly scattered and have few 
contacts with one another* Teachers of academic sub­jects find themselves better able to get help and to exchange ideas due bo their larger numbers and closer groupings .3
3 Sherman Dickinson, Training In-Service of Teachers of Vocational Agriculture, Educational Monogram Humber 
College "of Education, University of Minnesota: Minneapolis,
(1923). 1.
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In keeping with the Idea expressed by Dickinson, the 
teacher training Institutions can furnish a philosophy, 
enthusiasm, some information, methods and device© of teach­
ing but cannot give thorough knowledge necessary to the 
proper teaching of agriculture In Its complexity of tech'* 
nique and change*
Showing the apparent inability of institutions to 
train teachers of agriculture is only a part of the effort 
to show dire need for some form of effective training In 
service* Th© field of vocational agriculture 1© a com­
paratively new field of study* Since Its birth some thirty- 
six years ago it has undergone considerable criticism and 
controversy from many school leaders* These leaders fail 
to recognize th© scope of the field and expect their teach­
ers of agriculture to b© authorities on all phases of their 
work* This would seem an utter Impossibility, especially 
before the teachers have had ample experience at meeting 
the problems of these different phases first hand. With 
this consideration In mind the need is readily visualized 
for some means whereby a correlated motivation can be fur­
nished the teachers on the field where they learn best by 
doing•
One method of acquiring information about how to teach is to teach* This method is particularly effective In learning the reactions of pupil© to different materials, methods, and conditions of In­struction* On© comes to see at first hand the pro­blems of teaching and the results achieved with different pupils, with different kinds of subject
6
matter and with different methods of instruction.On© of th© very best places to acquire knowledge of how to teach Is In the classroom itself. In the 
Institutional training of teachers th© institution 
is frequently handicapped by th© lack of practice facilities, but In training of teachers In service 
supervisors never lack these facilities* Without going further into this matter at this point, It may be said that, In general, learning to teach by teaching Is an effective means of learning to teach 
when the problems of teaching ar© approached with an experimental attitude, when th© teacher possesses a determination to succeed, and when she Is critically alert to the happenings of th© recitation*4
The Problem
This study Is entitled In-Service Education of 
Teachers of Vocational Agriculture in Texas» Its purpose 
is to analyse th© program of in-service education of teach­
ers of vocational agriculture in Texas, to compare and con­
trast the techniques and procedures of the program with th© 
programs being Instituted in other States as Indicated in 
existing literature, and to make recommendation® for further 
studies In exploring the needs for in-service education.
Delimitation
It Is realized that reliable analysis of any educa­
tional program must involve more than on© year. For this
h A* S, Barr, An Introduction to the Scientific Study of Classroom SuperyTslon, (Hew York and "London: D, Apple­ton and Company, (1 9 3 1), pp, 260-2bl*
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reason some aspects concerned an accumulation of inform 
matlon, Several reasons mad© tills a necessary delimi­
tation : {1 ) The data drew on th© memory of those respond­
ing to the questionnaire and this was the latest completed 
fiscal year, (2 ) This was th© first fiscal year following 
the passage of legislation concerning In-service education 
of teachers of vocational agriculture in Texas, (3) In­
formation for research should be from the latest available 
source that represents a complete unit or phase of the 
problem in question.
This study Is limited to th© In-service education 
program of the white teacher© of vocational agriculture In 
Texas, The data collected for th© most part was delimited 
to the fiscal year July 1, 1951 to 3hn© 30, 195>£«
Definition of Terms
In-Service Education is th© activity that provides 
professlonal growth to teachers In service,
Pre-Service Education is th© Initial preparation of 
teachers♦
Supervise means "to oversee with power of direction,” 
in this study.
County Supervisor is on© charged with th© responsi­
bility of improving teaching in a county.
8
Area Supervisor is one charged with overseeing the 
departments of vocational agriculture in the high schools 
of a designated area.
State Supervisor is one charged with administration 
and supervision of vocational agriculture on th© State 
level.
Local Superintendent is one charged with adminis­
trative and supervisory duties in individual school sys­
tems.
High School Principal is one charged with assisting 
the local superintendent in administrative and supervis­
ory duties*
County Superintendent is on© charged with coordinated 
effort for th© improving of teaching in a county. He may 
also perform administrative duties*
Teacher Training Institution is used in this study 
as those institutions permitted by th© State plan to train 
teachers of vocational agriculture.
Itinerant Teacher Trainer is one charged with the 
responsibility of providing teachers of vocational agri­




The normative survey was the method used in collect­
ing data for this study. From surveying related literature 
it was decided that the nature of the study suggested this 
method of research as the most likely to contribute to the 
reliability and validity of the data. The name "normative 
survey* suggests this approach to th© research.
The word "survey* indicates the gathering of data regarding current conditions. The word "norma­tive" is used because survey© are frequently made 
for the purpose of ascertaining what is the normal or typical condition or practice.5
As for the value of normative-survey data in affording a basis for inferences that may aid in solving practical problems, It may be said that this kind of data will probably be more highly regarded by the administrator in helping him solve practical problems than are th© principles and laws growing 
out of experimentation in the laboratory. The reason 
i© thiss the data coming direct from the field re­present field conditions; they tend to be practical 
because they grow out of practical situations; and they generally answer the questions of the man in 
the field because they are likely to be cast in the 
terms in which he thinks#
Two techniques of the normative-survey method were 
used in this study; the questionnaire and the interview#
The procedure for using the questionnaire will be dis­
cussed first.
5 Good, Barr and Scates, The Methodology of Educa­
tional Hesearch. (New York: Appleton-Century-Grofts,
In c. 1935)$ P •281•
6 Ibid.. P. 291.
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Cardossler? made a study similar to this one for 
Louisiana and prepared a questionnaire that was drawn from 
frequently in formulating items for the questionnaire in 
this study. Well aware of some of th© weaknesses of the 
mailed questionnaire such as: (1 ) incompleteness of answers; 
(2 ) honesty of the respondent; (3 ) lack of understanding on 
part of respondent; and ( I f . )  hesitancy on the part of some 
individuals to put evidence or opinion© in writing* th© 
author decided to use this method since the questionnaire 
was about the only practical mean© whereby information 
could b© obtained from th© teachers over such a vast area 
and it was well-nigh impossible to contact them personally,& 
After surveying eom© of th© related studies a question- * 
nair© was framed to send to th© 90li teachers of vocational 
agriculture in Texas* To determine its workability the 
questionnaire was tested by on© teacher, on© teacher trainer, - 
on© State officer for vocational agricultural education, and 
two graduate students who had taught vocational agriculture 
in high school a in recent years* Correction© were mad© and 
then th© questionnaire was submitted to the author* s grad­
uate committee for further revision. Th© inquiry and letter 
of explanation were mailed to the teachers on August 30, 1952,
7 virgus Hay Csrdozier, In-Service Education of 
Teachers of Vocational Agriculture In Louisiana. PKTD, Thesis,^Ohio &tate tTniversity* 1955T pp* 3i|B,
8 Good, Barr and Scates, op. cit«, p* 235#
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From this number 2 3 5# or about 26 per cent, were returned.
On October 3# 1952, a second inquiry with a follow**up letter 
was mailed to each of th© teachers who had failed to reply* 
From this group 199# or approximately 22 per cent, were 
returned* The third inquiry was mailed with a follow-up 
letter on November $, 1952* One hundred twenty-six, or 
about lij. per cent of this number, were returned which raade 
a total of 560 returns, or approximately 62 per cent of th© 
total number of teachers to whom questionnaires had been 
mailed,
The second type of data-gathering means used was the 
interview* The writer contacted the head teacher trainers 
from th© seven teacher training institution© in Texas and 
had personal interviews* The interview was used for these 
specific contacts due to th© nature of infoa^aation wanted.
By means of the interview it is possible to secure many data that cannot be obtained through the less personal procedures of distributing a reply blank* People generally do not care to put con­fidential information in wrltingi they may want to 
see who is getting th© information and receive guarantees as to how it will b© usedj they need the stimulation of personal contacts in order to be 
"drawn out,”?
9 Ibid.. p. 379.
CI-TAPTER II
SUBVEY OF BELATED STUDIES 
History and Development
The approach to th© problem of in-*service education 
is a task that requires reflective thinking on th© part 
of the Investigator* It Is realised that by mere obeer- 
v&tion many conclusions may be reached concerning the pro­
blem as It exists* It is further realized, however, that 
before a clear understanding of the underlying principles 
of an in-service education program can be gained there 
must be a core of knowledge from which one may draw cri­
teria for evaluation in these observations. Then, after 
the knowledge is gained there Is its application as a 
basis for reflective thinking in making for better under­
standing* Only that knowledge that is clearly understood 
can be used to greatest advantage by the Individual. In 
the light of these conclusions on© can think of no better 
way of gaining a knowledge and clear understanding of 
principles underlying any problem than to study its history 
and development* It should be studied as a whole and in 
the Individual phases that go to make up th© whole, and an 
analysis should be mad© of Its strengths and weaknesses 




A careful survey of existing literature on related 
studies affords an excellent opportunity to acquire the 
knowledge and understanding from which a sound philosophy 
may be formulated in determining the relative effective­
ness of a given program for the professional improvement 
of teachers# Xt is th© purpose of this chapter to provide 
th© reader with the knowledge and tinders tan ding that will 
enable him to appreciate the problem and to evaluate it 
as it is being presented in this study*
Organized in-service education as w© know it today 
originated a little over a century ago* Th© writers have 
established 1839 «■« the approximate date of its origin*
The professional education of teachers in th© United States is generally dated back to July 3*
1839* when Horace Mann established th© first State normal school at Lexington, Massaehuesetts* The first Hteacher training” school was opened privately at Concord, Vermont, by the Reverend Samuel R* Hall. At any rate, professional teacher education in this country is usually thought to be a century old. As a matter of fact, it is as old a® organized educa­
tion*!
The following quotation from Lins substantiates this 
evidences
Organized education for teachers began on a 
private basis in 1823 with th© opening by Samuel B. 
Hall of a school for the training of teachers in Concord, Vermont. It was not however, until 1839 
through the effort® of Horace Mann and Jame® G.
! Ned H* Dearborn, ttThe Education of Teachers in Service,” Froeeedings of the 1933 Spring Conference of the Eastern States Association of Profeseional Schools 
Tor Teachers, Volume 8, (1933)» p . '"637
Carter that the first publicly supported normal 
school was opened at Lexington, Massaehussetts*
Concurrent with the establishment of this normal school was the beginning of normal programs for the improvement of teachers* Most of the agen­cies now offering improvement programs trace their 
beginning to on© or more of three definite movements 8 Th© teachers* institute, correspondence instruction and extension, and educational supervision*^
Misner had the following to say concerning the his­
tory of in-service educationt
The in-service education of teachers is nothing new* Almost from the very beginnings of organized education th© need for growth of teachers on th© job has been recognized* The county institute dates back to the days of the screwed down desks* Local, State and National meeting© of professional groups have been attracting more and more teacher© for many years* 
The attendance of teachers at summer school sessions has been increasing steadily for several decades* 
Provisions for sabbatical leaves and ©xtenaive travel have been included in the personnel policies of some 
school systems for more than a quarter of a century*3
According to Car&oaI©i4|*, in-service education pro­
grams paralleled Horace Mann1© opening of the first nor­
mal school in Massachusetts in 1S39» Henry Barnard 
held a teachers* institute at his own expense during that 
year*
2 L* Joseph Lins, "Origin of Teacher Improvement Services in the United States." Journal of Educational 
Hesearch* Volume 3 8, (May, 194$)* pV &97*
3 Paul J. ?€isner, "In-Service Education Comes of Age," Journal of Teacher Education, Volume 1, (March,
1950), p. 32.
^ Cardozler, op. clt.. p. 25.
Tli© methods whereby teachers are improved profes­
sionally have undergone considerable change and improve­
ment since the beginning. This is no paradox; however, 
it seems only natural that the means that motivate pro­
fessional improvement should undergo perpetual change 
themselves to exemplify the very principle© they advocate*
In recent years the quality and tempo of develop­ments in the field of In-service education have in­creased rapidly and significantly* Throughout the 
country there has been widespread experiments, and 
significant Improvements have been mad© in the oppor­tunities for th© in-servic© growth of teach©!'®. It is quite apparent that In-service education has come of age and Is recognized generally as an essential and integral part of the total program of teacher 
education. Against the background of thes© past and 
current developments it Is now possible to examine this Important activity in terms of it® emerging pur­poses, principles, practices, and problems*-*
There are various techniques or method® of achieving 
the goal of further preparing teachers in the field of 
service. Some are probably more efficient or lend them­
selves more readily to effective use than others, but re­
gardless of how antiquated the practice appears to be It 
is worthy of surveillance until other agencies have been 
proven superior and more applicable.
Agencies for the improvement of teachers In service ar© needed primarily for three reasonst (1 ) Because many teachers enter th© profession relatively 
untrained and therefore need to be trained in service, If at all; (2 ) because complete training is impossible
5 Misner, loc* clt.
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before active service begins, for th© reason that th© 
necessary basis for it in experience is npt at hand; and (3 ) because teaching Is a progressive\calling in which one who does not continually make effort® to go forward will soon lag behind and become relatively 
inefficient*
Th© public i® deeply interested in such pro-* visions as will keep the teaching force of th© public schools keyed up to its highest efficiency*^
Teacher Institutes
Th© history of teacher institute® very nearly parallels that of normal schools* Both took their 
rise in the United States near the beginning of th© forties of the nineteenth century*
The first Institute held on American**and pro­
bably any other-soil Is credited to th© initiative 
of Henry Barnard* In October, 1839# Mr* Barnard, the secretary of the State board of education in Connecticut, assembled at Hartford 26 young men and 
formed them Into a class* "They were taught for six weeks by able lecturer© and teachers and had 
th© advantage of observation In th© public schools 
at Hartford." In the spring of l8i$U a similar arrangement was mad© for women teachers; but for a 
number of year© there was no further meeting of this kind in Connecticut*
But th© name institute was not applied to these teacher© or normal classes Initiated by Henry Barnard. 
This name was apparently first used in 181̂ 3 by J. S* 
Denman, superintendent of school© of Thompklns County, N* Y. Superintendent Denman in that year conducted a two-weeks institute for the teachers of his county.
The word "institute" has not a very definite meaning In educational literature. It 1© a blanket
6 William Beudlger, "Agencies For the Improvement of Teachers In Service," U. jS* Bureau of Education Bulletin Ho. 3, Washington Government"”*?rlntIng oFfice, (1911), p* 5.
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word that is applied indiscriminately to any offi­cially established gathering of teachers* Because of this fact, these gatherings have been divided, so far as is possible into classes according to 
their nature regardless of the names used in the laws to designate them*7
Th© typical teachers institute at one and the same time serves (1 ) as a professional training school for teachers| (2 ) as a teachers meeting, in 
which th© appointed authorities acquaint th© teachers with the educational policies of th© State or county, 
and with what is new and Inspiring in educational thought; and (3 ) as a teacher1© convention or asso­
ciation, whose purpose is largely social* If we are - 
to gain an adequate conception of institutes and 
their function, we must treat these three aspects 
separately, and if Institute© are ever to reach a 
stable footing they must differentiate themselves into three distinct Institutions* This means, of 
course, that the traditional institute will dis­appear, at least in substance if not in name, and that it will be replaced by summer normal schools, 
by official county and district teachers* meetings, and by voluntary county and district associations*
The feature of the Institute that has been the 
most frequent target of criticism, that was often looked upon with askance, even in the early days, is the training-school feature* This feature has 
always been regarded by many people as a temporary makeshift to B©rv© until a more adequate system for th© training of teachers had evolved; for it is self-evident that 5 days, or even 10 days, a year 
is too short a time for the prof©sslonal, to ®&yA nothing of the academic, culture of th© teacher*8
The teacher© institute, the oldest of all major types of organised in-service teacher preparation agencies, has continued its services with varying 
fortune® during the period* In 1897-9 8 , there was 
a total of 2 5 1 ,7 6 8 teachers enrolled in 2 ,5 9 7 sep­arate units, located in practically every State in
7 Ibid *, p* 1 1 .
8 Ibid., p. 32.
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the Union# Institutes were conducted and financed 
by States, counties, district©, cities, and towns* 
or these, the county institutes were probably the 
best organised and managed* a * . * . * * # * * # * # * . * « • • * » ♦ »
Somewhat lee© emphasis appears to have been 
placed upon institute activities In 1921* although Institutes were still to be found in some form In States* The county was still the predominant 
unit of organisation and administration*
Twenty-six States required by law the attendance of teacher©* Criticism of the Institute©, which has existed from their beginnings, have appeared to have had more justification than ever before, inasmuch, 
as normal schools or teachers colleges were conven­iently at hand for the great majority of teachers*
Th© course of study of the institute was too short, the organisation poor, the work superficial, con** 
tinuity of work from year to year lacking, provision of specialised Instruction appealing to the entire group of teachers extremely difficult; and facil­
ities for instruction Including reference material® and housing were deplorably limited*  .... .
At present, the Institute appear© to be losing 
ground slowly* Th© older objections have become In­tensified* Th© many teacher-preparation institution© and in-service educational agendo© now existing are in a position to offer better and more extensive ed­
ucational opportunities than the institute*?
There are unmistakable tendon©I©e to redirect the institute program® or to substitute for them 
other type© of In-service program©. Glass extension course© are growing In number®. Better State super­vision of institute work and differentiated long­
time program© of study under competent teacher® are now possible a© State department staff© are strength­
ened and Improved. Visiting teacher© or State Demon­strators, rural school supervisors and State normal
9 E, S* Evenden, National Survey of the Education of 
Teachers. Bulletin 1933* No. 10, Volume 5TTlf3£)', u7 S ~  Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C., p. 81.
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school staffs cooperating with State department staff members now assist in the in-service education of 
teachers* Most encouraging of ally the general levels 
of preparation of rural teachers are slowly becoming higher, and the unsatisfactory conditions that have led to the establishment and long-continued mainten­
ance of the teachers institute are steadily being 
changed for the better*^®
The teacher institute had just about reached its 
climax after the turn of the century when costly legis­
lation for education was being surveyed closely* The 
budget conscious legislators throughout th© country began 
to question the advisability of State funds going to an 
agency that educators themselves considered as somewhat 
outmoded.
The institute has a history extending back to th© days when teachers had little training and less 
supervision* Supported by legislation that often requires attendance, it is still widespread through­
out our country, often using as much as a week of the 
school year. The cost of such extended institutes is enormous, not only in salaries paid to the teach­
ers for attendance but also in the time lost by the 
pupils from school. They can b© justified only if every day spent in attendance results in considerably 
improved instruction when th© teachers return to their regular duties* When on© considers th© typical pro­gram of the county institute, which as a rule all teachers from those in rural elementary schools to 
those in urban secondary schools ar© compelled to attend, it is difficult to imagine a Justification.^
Cardozier wrote concerning teacher institute®!
Such institutes grew and remained prevalent 
throughout the early part of the present century*
10 Ibid.. p. 82.
11 Thomas H. Briggs, Improving Instruction. New Yorks Th® McMillan Co., 1936. P. 1|_72~
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Sine© few teachers had experienced much formal col­
lege training, the program® were designed to supple­
ment this deficiency* By 1933# emphasis on the in­stitution was waning.3*2
Having served its purpose for almost a century the 
teacher Institute bowed out of the picture and made way 
for other agencies and techniques that were proving more 
effective in th© task of improving teaching through In- 
service education.
Summer Sessions
Summer sessions of school whereby teachers can take 
advantage of the three months intermission to attend an 
intensive course of education is one facet supplanting 
teacher institutes.
It has sometimes been argued that teachers need to recuperate from th© fatigue resulting from their 
work during the thirty-odd weeks of teaching school. Occasionally this argument may b© sound, but as a 
general rule It ignores the historical reason for the extended summer Intermission, the powers of the human organism, the possibilities of recreation through a change of work* 3
By the summer of 189)4.* summer sessions were in ' operation In more than 100 higher educational in­stitutions j and these, with perhaps twice a© many 
more county, State, private, and other independent summer schools were distributed over at least 40  
states  .....        .
12 cardozier, o£. cit.» p. 2b
13 Briggs, o£. cit.. p. l\b$»
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In 1915# 6?4 summer schools reported to the Bureau of Education* The number of Independent sum­
mer schools appears to have since decreased but th© 
number of institutional summer sessions has Increased.!*!*
The growth of the summer sessions has been due largely to the opportunities offered for teachers in 
service and others to secure combined recreation and college work during an otherwise idle vacation period, 
the opportunities for students to obtain work with noted teachers in great institutions not otherwise so readily available, the opportunity to visit and 
study in great cities or in mountains or at th® sea­shore, the necessity for many teachers to increase 
their preparation in order to meet rising certifi­cation or employment requirement®, and the efforts 
of students to make up lost work or to add to their institutional credits and thus shorten their lp*y©ar period of collegiate study# In recent years, the purposes of th© regular session predominate in th© summer sessions, which more and more becom© integral parts of the regular sessions of higher Institutions. On th© whole, therefore, differences between th© sum­mer sessions and regular sessions tend to become more and mo re. 15
Th© summer school, like the teacher institute, ha® 
produced cycles of fluctuated participation and interest* 
Wars and economic conditions have probably contributed 
greatly to this situation.
Summer schools adopted by universities and col­
leges received their greatest impetus from th© Chau­tauqua and extension* However, the beginning move­
ment dates to l8!|f) when Ralph Waldo Emerson in a letter to his sister wrote, 1fAlcott (A. Bronson 
Alcott) and I projected the other day a whole uni­versity out of straws............
lh Evenden, op« cit *, p. 82. 
Ibid., p. 283.
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We might make a puissant faculty and front the world 
without charter# diploma, corporation, or ©tewart**
Thirty-nine years later# 18?9* the plan went into operation with the establishment of the Con­
cord School of Philosophy and Literature* Emerson# 
Aleott, F* B. Sanborn, W* T. Harris# and others or­
ganised the school in order **to bring together a few 
of those persons who# in America, have pursued or 
desire to pursue the paths of speculative philosophy# 
to encourage those students and professor® to com- municate with each other*;Hlo
The summer schools filled needs that existed in the 
improving of teaching that the institute could not* They 
became more popular from their origin and had soon assumed 
responsibilities once considered th© duty of th© institute*
Th© institution© that are rapidly taking over the function of the supplementary training of teach­ers formerly possessed by the institute are the var­
ious types of summer school©* These institutions, like th© institute reach the teacher© that are in 
service during the school year# but because of their longer session© they far outrank the Institute in th© opportunities they offer for both academic and professional culttir©*3*7
These summer sessions, at first organised as some­
what of an institution within themselves# soon were being 
adopted and worked into th© offering© of th© different 
educational institution© attempting to train teachers*
The summer schools that are planned to reach the rank and file of th© teacher© may b© conven­
iently grouped into three classes* (X) Summer nor-
16 Line, ©£. cit., p. 70^.
^7 Beudiger# op* cit*, p* 1*2*
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maX ©chools, (2) summer sessions In normal schools, 
and (3) summer sessions in colleges and universities*!”
Kach of these classes mad© a definite contribution 
to the development of summer sessions as a facet of in- 
service teacher education and each class served a definite 
professional group that the other classes cou3.& not con­
tribute to quite so adequately*
Sumner Normal Schools
By summer normal schools are meant those summer schools that are established by law Independently of 
colleges and normal schools* They are below college grade# and are planned to reach# primarily, those persons who, without previous technical training, are aspiring to become teachers and those who, having already entered the calling without adequate pre­
liminary training, are In need of further education of an elementary sort* Those are precisely th© 
classes of persons to whom th© old-time Institute 
was intended to bring a modicum of professional cul­ture* The summer normal schools are well qualified 
to take over th© training function, which was th© 
heart of the institute* They usually continue in 
session from 3 bo 12 weeks, instead of that many days# are conducted definitely on the plan of schools in which lesson© are prepared and discussed, and In a number of them standard educational credits may be 
earned by passing examinations at th© close of the work* This enables the teachers already In service 
not only to add to their academic and professional equipment in a general way, but to prepare themselves in the classroom for higher diplomas and certificates 
without giving up their teaching positions; and the 
persons without training and experience can her© re­ceive a preliminary training that Is far in advance of that given by th© ordinary Institute*
19 Heudiger, loc * cit.
2l\.
Th© point of definite and standard educational 
credit that may be cax*ned by the work In simmer 
schools should be emphasised, because this sets an aim for the work that has a most salutary effect upon the student* We are all so constituted that we need 
the stimulating and the coordinating effect produced by a goal ahead, and it is by no means without avail 
to have the achievement of this goal socially and officially recognized by mean® of a standard diploma 
or certificate*19
Higher education took the cuo and began to capitalize 
on the effort® exerted by the normal schools* One needs 
no Imagination to realize that if stride® were being made 
toward prof©ssional Improvement in the normal school® 
through siimmer session© and in the summer normal schools, 
there was every reason to expect equal progress If the 
agency wa© instituted In the colleges and universities*
Summer Schools In Colleges and Tlniversities
In discussing th© agencies that work for the 
lu^provement of teachers in service we must mention also the summer schools and summer sessions held In colleges and universities* These schools supplement those already discussed in that they reach primarily 
the teachers of higher institution®, normal schools, secondary schools, and special teachers, principals, supervisors and superintendents as well as the better** prepared elementary-school teachers*
These school®, as a rule, not only offer courses ‘ In th© old-line academic subjects, but they make an 
especial ©ffort to supply th© teachers with the ’mow-
3-9 Reudiger, loc* cit*
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ledge that has come Into vogue since they began their 
teaching* Nearly all of these schools offer courses 
in elementary agriculture, nature study, manual and 
industrial work, and domestic art and science. Us** ually this work offered in the agricultural and mech- 
anical departments of th© colleges and universities, but the independent agricultural and mechanical col­
leges also offer summer courses ©specially for teach­
ers, In th© summer of 1 9 10, 31 of these colleges, - either on Independent foundations or in connection 
with universities, were in session In as many diff­erent States.20
Th© teachers of vocational agriculture have been 
numbered among those who have taken great interest in 
summer schools and have participated in the activity at 
an increasing rate during th© last quarter-century.
Smith21 mad© a study concerning th© professional 
advancement of teachers of vocational agriculture as in­
dicated by course hours completed* Some of this credit 
may have been earned in agencies other than summer schools, 
however, since many advance degrees were granted and some 
residential work is required at most institutions granting 
degrees, it can be safely assumed that much of this credit 
was earned through the summer session in colleges and iini- 
versitles, as th© summer months are th© only time when 
teachers can do resident work*
Few groups of teachers in th© secondary school have obtained more professional improvement® beyond
20 Heudiger, loc* cit.
21 w. A. Smith, "Improvement and Advancement In the 
Profession," Agricultural Education Magazine. Volume 12, 
(December, 1939)# P* 103*
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initial preparation for their profession than have 
teachers of vocational agriculture
Th© results of a study of th© professional im­
provement status of a sampling of teachers of voca­tional agriculture in ten states showed 85 percent 
of those teachers with three or more year® of ex­perience had completed some professional improve­
ment course work* The average amount completed 
was 16*5 hours, with median of 12 hours* The range was from one to ?2 hours* Seventeen percent of these teachers held master*© degrees and more than 
half of th© remaining 83 percent were working to­
ward advanced degrees* »•*«•**••••«.«....... »•••*•»
In view of th© commendable attitude toward pro­fessional Improvement shown by teachers of agricul­ture, we might expect to find a favorable relation between professional improvement status and profess­ional advancement a® measured by salary change, else of school served, and In terms of expressed opinions of teachers regarding their professional status* The evidence presented In the study did not bear this out* Teachers who had completed th© greater number of 
hours of professional improvement course work had not obtained professional advancement any more frequently 
than teachers who had completed less hours* However, the evidence showed that an advancement in profess­
ional employment statu© I© accompanied by th© tend­ency to obtain professional Improvement*
Thi© matter of th© relationship between profess­ional improvement and professional advancement is one of the problems confronting teacher-training, super­
vision, and administration In the field of agricultural 
education* State program© of agricultural education should give greater attention to the advancement of 
teacher© as a function to be dot ©mined professionally and planned co-operatively* Such planning can hardly 
overlook giving consideration to a relationship of professional Improvement*22
22 Smith, loc* cit*
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Th© era of th© summer session of school has had far 
reaching effect© on professionalising teaching* All sec­
tions of the country responded in this gigantic movement 
and as the era of th© teacher institute ebbed new energy 
was injected into this newer agency for professional im­
provement*
I>uring th© last thirty years many change© have 
been wrought in the educational systems of th© United 
States* Ho changes have been greater or more import* ant than those affecting the American high school, and the use of th© summer months for intensive study 
on th© part of the school teacher and college student* 
In fact, the period since 1890 may well be character* ±2©d a© the era of the High School, for the enormous increase in secondary schools ha® mad© high-school education well nigh universal. From the university 
point of view, however, this same period, may also be designated as the era of the summer session, for during the last thirty years no phase of university 
instruction has developed so rapidly as that relat­
ing to summer study*£3
The growth of summer sessions since 1890 has been marvelous. In that year only a few teachers and college students availed themselves of th© meager opportunities for summer study. For example, at the 
University of Michigan summer instruction was first 
given In 189^, when only 91 students enrolled* hast year registration was approximately 2,200, an in­crease of over 2,300 percent* Similar statisticsfor practically all of th© other
23 Edward H* Kraus, "The High School Teacher and 
Summer Study, School and Society* Volume 13> (June 18, 
1921), p. 682.
2^ Ibid.. p. 68Ij-.
Cardosi©r^5 in his study of in-service education in 
Louisiana learned that 78 of the 172 responding white 
teachers of vocational agriculture in Louisiana had earn­
ed an average of 1 3 *2 credits through attending summer 
school•
One needs only to inspect enrollment records in the 
graduate schools of th© colleges and universities in 
America to realise th© rol© th© summer session is playing 
in the present-day in-service education program.
Extension Courses
The extension course provides an opportunity whereby 
teachers may improve themselves professionally and remain 
on the job. Many of such courses are offered at night or 
on Saturday© and reach teachers who otherwise would not 
be privileged to participate#
Another method which is often used in the aca­demic field for the further training of teachers in 
service is the extension or correspondence course.
This means is used to some extent in assisting teach­er© in the field of vocational agriculture*^*5
Extension courses have the further advantage of meet­
ing th© teachers at a place more or less centrally located 
and reduce the necessity of driving long distances in order 
to attend these classes.
2$ Cardozier, 0£* cit.a p. 1 9 4*
^  Llokinson, o£. cit». p. 1 2 *
Professional schoola have been quick to see the * opportunity of extending their facilities and in* Pluence by giving courses off the campus, There is no reason why courses which continue the general 
preparation of teachers and do not require special 
equipment should not just a© well be given in a local
secondary school building as in a college or univer­sity j the only difference from th© usual procedure is that the Instructor come© to th© ©bu&ents,^?
Th© general extension education movement occupies an *
area that is peculiar within itself* It did not follow
the trend of many agencies in having Its origination soon
after the beginning of organized education in America, It 
was not even originated in America but In England around
half a century following the beginning of the teacher In­
st I tu.te *
Lins gives the version of the beginning of extension 
courses as: "James Stewart, a fellow of Trinity College, 
Cambridge, was invited by an association of ladles, mostly 
school teachers, to lecture to them In th© Horth of Bug* 
land on the art of teaching*"^
The Idea was brought to America soon afterward where 
it became firmly Intrenched in the offering© of educational 
Institutions,
In 1891, 28 states and territories offered some form of university extension work, Th© first State appropriation for extension work was mad© In Hew 
York In 1 8 9 1. *   ....................
Many features and activities of present-day extension work were initiated including provision of
27 Briggs, oj>. cit., p. I1.67. 
Line, op. cit., p. 703.
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short courses, demonstrations, traveling schools, agricultural extension, free lecture courses, corre­spondence work and so on*, The University of Chicago 
led other institutions In providing lecture courses 
accompanied by class work, written papers and exam­
inations* As early as 1907-8, the total attendance at extension lectures given by this institution 
reached 53,1^1* Nearly three-fourths of the State universities and colleges were offering general ex­
tension work in 1909* More than half their students were teachers* Relative ease of attendance and of 
instruction and the low expense to students encour­
aged the growth of class extension*
During the decade from 1919-20 to 1929-30# rollments In extension courses In college© and uni­
versities rose from 70,031 to 195>*549* an Increase of 179*2 percent* Correspondence courses grew even 
more rapidly. In 1928-29 reports from more than 800  teachers colleges, normal schools, colleges, and uni­versities in all parts of th© country showed that 
443 of these gave some extension service* Gf the 443 Institutions, about 109 were teachers college© or normal schools* A great variety of activities were undertaken, including class extension courses, 
correspondence work, instruction by radio, institutes, conferences, library services, lectures, home reading 
courses, visual instruction, promotion of community dramas and debate®, club services, and many others*^9
Extension classes In education serve many purposes In 
addition to adhering to the convenience of the people for 
whom they are designed* Some have claimed the classes 
meet only for th© purpose of giving easy credits to be 
applied toward degrees* This element rests with th© Indi­
vidual talcing the course* If hi® ©ole purpose is to earn 
credits, then that is probably about all h© will do* Much 
good can com© from the classes if th© Individuals enrolled
29 Evenden, op* cit* * p* 283
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In th© classes possess receptive and eager attitudes for 
learning* Th© popularity of extension classes among pro­
fessional workers attest to their value*
There is scarcely a city of 3*000 and over in 
th© United States that does not arrange for some kind of lecture and entertainment course for the winter months* The teacher# frequently take a leading part in arranging these courses and they attend them in a 
greater proportion than any other class of citizens*
2for Is the profit that they derive from them to b® desparaged. Many of the lectures are distinctly of 
an Intellectual or educational value, and all the members possess inspirational or recreative values*The social Intercourse that always result® Is one of their most delighted features*30
Extension classes are usually, although not always, ©xtra-nursl, and as a rule the only condition for admission to them is that th© instructor b© sat­isfied that th© student can take the work to advantage* 
If however, th© student desires to earn college credit, he must satisfy all th© conditions that a regular col­lege student Is obliged to satisfy* These are pri­
marily the meeting of the entrance requirements and 
th© preparation of papers and the passing of exami­
nations in connection with the class work*
After-hour classes are offered by practically 
all colleges and universities and by some normal schools located in centers of population large enough 
to furnish an adequate number of students*•••••*»•
These classes furnish opportunities fox' many 
teachers in service to broaden their equipment for efficient work and to earn degrees without loss of ©alary* School officers as a rule place a high value' 
upon this work, and In some places they reward their teachers by special promotions and Increases In sal­ary; or, put In another way, work of this kind Is necessary for, or Is In on© means of gaining, certain promotions and salary Increases*3^
3° Beudlger, on* clt,, p* 53* 
31 Ibid.. p. 55.
Extension classes, like stumer school and unlike 
teachers institutes, have continued to grow and assume 1 
more of the role of an effective agency for training 
teachers in service as it grows older.
By 1 9 0 9* three-fourths of the state universities were offering extension study and a 1928-29 study 
showed that 543 of 800 institutions reporting were 
offering extension work* Interest in extension study has increased until it is today one of the most out­standing forms of in-service © & u c a t i o n * 3 2
Teachers of vocational agriculture have kept up with 
the rank and file in this phase of the program of In-serv­
ice education just as In summer school work.
Cardozier* s33 study showed that 56 teachers of the 
172 reporting had taken an average of $*6 credits In ex­
tension service*
Correspondence Study
Despite the fact that many educators have condemned 
this agency as a method of professional Improvement, it has 
persisted and continued to play an important role* The 
advantages are clear In that a person can arrange his study 
habits to fit his calendar and can remain at home while 
taking the course* The disadvantages are just as outstand-
32 Cardozier, op* cit., p. 27 .
33 Loc. cit.
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ing| many proclaim th© person studying does not have the 
advantage of sharing experiences with others, and then 
there i® th© element of studying only to earn credits, 
Nevertheless, it is an agency to be reckoned with and de­
serves recognition and treatment in this study.
Among the institutions of higher education, the first outstanding correspondence school work was done by the University of Chicago, under the direction of William Bainey Harper# Wisconsin also assumed leader­ship in the field. Correspondence study among other 
universities appears to have received Its chief im­
petus after 1906 or 1 9 0 7* The normal schools were also beginning correspondence instruction about this time, Kegularly organised department© of correspond­
ence study were established in somewhat more than half the normal school© and teachers colleges in 1 9 2 8.
The enrollments in correspondence course© in colleges and universities have increased enormously 
during recent years. In 1919-20 th© total reported was 9,3i*3, The number of men and women was about 
equal. In 1929-30 th© total was 8S,lj.l7, an increase of 81̂ 6 • 3 percent .......•••«»,.*»
While in densely popxilated areas, such a® Mass- achussetts, the gervlces of resident and extension educational agencies possibly tend to supplant corre­
spondence study, the extent of growth of correspond­ence work during the century beyond* question fore­shadows its continued development.34
The idea for correspondence courses was conceived In 
England but its Innovation was established in America in 
about 1873*^
3k- Even den, op. cit., p. Ql\. 
35 Line, o£. cit., p. 703.
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Their value is restricted to certain conditions pe­
culiar to no other procedure in use today.
These are of most value for teachers individually who have specific needs that cannot be satisfied other­wise, They are especially valuable in providing help 
in learning subject-matter and the philosophic back­grounds of education, and much less so for developing techniques of teaching. Correspondence courses have by and large proved less effective than either courses taken in extension or in examiner schools,3&
Correspondence study Is rapidly becoming a force 
to be reckoned with in th© educational world* Where 
but a few years ago this work was left almost entirely 
to private commercial exploitation, it is now being
~ r  standard universities, colleges,
Teachers of vocational agriculture have not utHissed 
this facet to its capacity. In the light of its character­
istics this would seem but natural since most teachers of 
agriculture are more fortunate than the average classroom 
teacher in being provided subject matter materials from 
other sources.
Cardozier3$ reported only two people responding to 
his questionnaire had earned credits through correspondence 
courses* This Is probably due in part to th© nature of 
the subject matter used and in teaching procedures in 
vocational agriculture,
Briggs, o£* cit.» p.
3T Boudiger, oj>, cit., p. 58.
38 cardozler, opu cit., p. 19^*
Teachers’ Meetings
Th© age old adage, ’’united, w© stand; divided w© fall,” 
Isa© true for the profession of teaching a© any profes­
sion# The fiber of any group is strengthened in unity#
The teacher meetings and conferences lend to this unity 
more than any on© thing* In addition, meetings whereby 
teachers can gather to centralise their efforts have con­
tributed greatly to th© improvement of Inst miction* Since 
its dawning th© teacher meeting has hardly had a rival 
worthy of notice in personalizing an in-*service education 
technique.
In th© Autumn of 1839* the first class of teach­ers’ meetings now known as teachers’ institution® was held at Hartford, Connecticut* Induced to make the 
experiment at hie own expense, Henry Barnard under­took to form a class of ”such teacher© of Hartford County as were disposed to come together on public notice.”39
Hot until 18^7 did the legislature provide funds for meetings {two in each county) at state expense.^*®
Our teachers’ meetings stemmed from these so-called 
”teachers* institute©#” They have manifested strength 
in numbers and organization* Today vast sums of money and 
much time and effort go into planning and conducting 
teachers’ meetings In local, area, Stat©, regional and Na­
tional areas*
39 Lins, op * cit*, p* 6 9 8* 
Ibid.. p. 699.
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We spend millions of dollar® annually on teach­
ers1 meetings* Staff member® of local school dis­tricts have meetings by building®, grade® and depart­
ments* General meetings are held for th© total staff and special meetings for th© administrative and for 
supervisory staff member®* State meetings are held as all-St&te, regional, son©, county, inter-city, or specialised groups* National meetings are too nu­
merous to mention; it 1® a task to find any special­ised group of educator® not organised on a national seal©-and organised means meetings **P>
Some of th© philosophy, many of the characteristic® 
and probably basic principles underlying teacher® meetings 
may b© questioned a® to their value in Improving teaching, 
but generally speaking, they are accepted by most educator® 
as a worthy venture that is meeting many need® of the teach­
er that are not met with other agencies*
City superintendents realise that the welfare of their schools demands periodic meeting® with th© 
teachers* Th© school system of a city is in all 
essential respects a unity and in order to maintain 
this unity frequent meetings of teacher© and super­visors are necessary* Being necessary, these meet­
ings are everywhere recognized a® an essential ele­
ment of the school system and attendance upon them is either expected or required.
While it may b@ granted that the school system of a county or township form® a more loosely con­structed unity than that of a city, it never-the-less 
form® a unity* Th© county or township is the local unit of rural-school administration; Just a® the city is the local unit for city-school administration; and if teachers* meetings are necessary in one of these unit© they may be considered necessary also in the other*
ip. Dearborn, op * cit* * p. 6 9 .
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Teachers meetings in rural* no less than in 
urban* communities are needed (1) for discussion and deciding upon a uniform educational policy for the 
district concerned| (2) for supervisory and adminis- trative purposes; (3) as a clearing house for all 
general professional activities carried on between meetings such as th© reading circle work and the 
outcome of the introduction of new subjects and new methods; and (4) for arousing and inspiring the 
teachers* for keeping them abreast and for the pur­pose of stimulating educational revivals among patrons 
of the school*
Hot only the first* but all these purposes should b© looked upon as mutual, concerning both the teacher© 
and the supervising officers* The county superintend­ent should of course be the presiding officer at these 
meetings* but If h© values the spirit of democracy he will be a leader rather than a dictator* He will 
make official provision for obtaining full consider­ation by the teachers of all questions and policies 
within his jurisdiction* In coordinating the school 
work of the county and in harmonizing It with modern ideals and with the policies promulgated by the State 
education department the superintendent and teachers may well work together
Teaching is a growing calling* and unless th© 
teacher is continually growing with It he will soon lag behind and be classed among the old and ineffi­cient * But the entire plan and function of the teach­ers* meeting tends to avoid just this catastrophe*
The Inspirational work Is Inspiring largely through the new and more comprehensive educational principles 
that are presented* th© reading circle work is a con­tinual forging ahead In educational literature and in 
the remaining time of the meeting the. practical bear­ing of all that Is new Is considered*43
Briggs placed great significance upon teachers* meet­
ings. He considered them as most Important In th© program 
of in-service education.
^  Reudiger* op. cit., p. 6 5 . 
k3 Ibid., p. 6 6 .
Teacher© .me© tings and Individual coiirerences are 
without question th© most important and effective 
means of helping teachers to grow In'service and of achieving the objectives previously listed, of sxiper- 
vision.^
Dickinson’ atu&y on training in service showed 
agricultural teachers listed "holding meetings of agri­
cultural teacher*©" as ranking second only to "visiting 
teacher© on the job*" The number of meetings vax*ied con­
siderably and the type of meetings did not follow a set 
pattern very closely. Some States did not hold State meet­
ings while some held meetings with compulsory attendance* 
Almost every characteristic was variable from State to State, 
yet there was considerable uniformity in purposes of the 
meetings*
Cardozier1a study for Louisiana showed much emphasis 
being placed on all types of teachers1 meetings. He re­
ported:
All but seven teachers responding to the Inquiry reported that faculty meetings were held In their 
schools during 1950-51
According to records In th© office of th© State Supervisor of Agricultural Education, area supervisors held a total of 86 area, district and parish meeting© 
with teacher© in 1950-51• The©© included in each area, the F.F.A. leadership training conference, and th© area 
livestock judging contest, of which Area IV held two*
1*4 Briggs, op, cit.. p. 4^9, 
hi Dickinson, op. cit,, p. 8 .
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Also at the area level were F»F*A« Federation meet** 
ings in Areas I and III, a radio clinic In Area II, 
and a three-day electricity clinic In Area IV..*,.,.
The so-called "pre-school” conference, held In the later summer or early fall, was held at both dis­
trict and parish levels; In Area I, four were at the parish level and one at district level; in Area III, 
all 10 were held at th© parish level; and In Area IV all four were held at the district level* The attend­ance at thee© conferences of teachers in this study 
varied from 2?. per cent In District 11 to 95 per cent 
In District 8 *^°
Beading Circles
According to Monroe, Josiah Halbrook began th© 
first Dyceum at Mlllbury, Massachusetts, with its 
purposes being to improve the common schools, organ­ize libraries and museums, and establish lecture courses and adult classes*,*•«.*•••.... ............
In terms of teacher Improvement, th© import of 
lyceum is its association with the Chautauqua move­ment advocating reading circles and summer classes 
as well as being a forerunner of extension work**w
The reading circle has passed Its era a© an institu­
tion for professional Improvement, At th© heighth of its 
climb up th© educational ladder it was recognized a© one of 
the leading Instruments for keeping abreast of the times*
That the reading circle form© on© of the most 
effective agencies for the growth of teacher© In service needs no extended argument* It I© no ex­
aggeration to say that thousands of teachers read good professional and cultural books through reading
Cardoziar, 0£. cit,, p. 218. 
k? Line, oj>. cit., p. 702.
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circle© who would otherwise either not read such books 
at all or read them to a far less extent# The circle 
furnishes the necessary stimulus for the reading, and through the social factor that it usually involves it helps to make this reading pleasant* Many teachers 
who have had little or no training-school advantages 
get the major part of their theoretical professional Insight through the reading-circle books, and many 
others are assisted in keeping abreast of educational thought by this means*
The way in which reading circles are usually managed is well calculated to keep teachers abreast* Even when the same topics are repeated after a cycle 
of three or four years, this Is don© by different books which are likely to record any advances that will have been made* This enables a teacher to fol­
low the reading-drcle work with profit continuously throughout his career*^
In all profession®, especially in those in which there are numerous change© those members who are am­
bitious to maintain their prestige and to increase their effectiveness find It necessary, whatever their previous preparation, to carry on their studies con­tinuously, on© significant characteristic of pro­
fessional education I© that It can never be completed* Engineers and lawyers usually "keep up" and advance 
chiefly by reading professional journals and books 
and by learning from their collogue© with whom they work* Physicians and surgeon© us© these means and also frequently find it desirable and even necessary to attend clinics and short courses in formal school© to increase their knowledge and to Improve their tech­
niques*
Teachers need to continue their study, formally and Informally, just a© truly as members of other professions* Perhaps they have a greater need because 
frequently their preparation has In the beginning been neither adequate nor sufficiently motivated by a know­ledge of the problems later to be met* Unlike engi­neer© and lawyers, they must work more or less in
M* Reudiger, op* clt*, p* 1 0 8*
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isolation in their own classrooms, gaining information from their collegues incidentally rather than from co­
operative effort or from direct competition. More­over, there is a constant development of the theory 
of education, especially as it concerns social respon­
sibility, and there is a continuous series of propos­
als of new subject-matter and new techniques, all of which must be understood to be evaluated in order that the best may be used, A teacher must grow or be a laggard in the procession of progress. He can improve womewhat by the specific direction® of his superiors, but he grows most assuredly and steadily by his own efforta,49
Most of the publications today are prepared and issued 
in such a way as to make the further use of reading circles 
unprofitable, The urge for teachers to keep up with their 
reading has not lessened with the passing of the circle. 
Teachers are showered with pamphlets, bulletins, periodicals, 
journals, etc,, today in such a way as to make reading sec­
ondary in seeking subject matter.
Like member© of other profession©, all teachers will do some professional reading* The challenge of 
the supervisor is to Increase the amount of such read­ing, to improve it© fruitfulness, and to encourage use of the result® to develop the growth of the teach­
ers in effectiveness. Professional reading can help­fully prepare for specific phases of supervision and it is a desirable and necessary supplement to almost 
all other supervisory activities besides being econ­omical of everybody*s time, it goes a long way toward making supervision impersonal. Teachers cannot be 
sensitive or unduly suspicious when the author of a 
book makes a suggestion or a criticism that is re­cognized as applicable to their practice
k-9 Briggs, 0£, cit., p. lib!*.* 
50 ibid., p. ^77.
Teachers of vocational agriculture are again fortunate 
in being on the mailing list of so many educational institu­
tion® and industries for publications*
Dicklnson^l found that thirty-three States used some 
sort of in-service education publications for teachers of 
vocational agriculture* No agency was mentioned as being 
responsible for these publications but no doubt there was 
considerable variation* In some States the teacher train­
ing institutions were probabXy responsible and in others 
the State department issued the publications* The two may 
co-operate in this service*
In Car&osier’ s52 study, of the 172 teachers respond­
ing to his questionnaire, 156 indicated that they had book® 
In their personal libraries. 83 per cent had professional 
books; 36 per cent had agricultural books; and 33 Per cent 
reported other books* From 1 to 200 books were owned by 
these teachers. 168 of the teacher® read 3 cr more pro­
fessional and/or agricultural publications regularly*
From reviewing educational literature the trend is 
perceivable that though the era of the reading circle, as 
such, is receding, many implements of organised effort to
Dickinson, o£* cit* * p* 13*
52 cardozier, op * cit * * p* 21̂ .6.
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stimulate teachers to do professional reading are finding 
their way into recognized programs of to*service education* 
However, this reading is more effective if some organise- 
tion is maintained by the individual or the agency pre­
senting or directing it*
Many viewpoint© have been given concerning pro** fessional reading and its importance a® a© in-service agency, but most educators have cautioned that to make such readings valuable it Is necessary that they be directed by the principal or supervisor*53
This agency, having its origin in the teacher insti­
tute, has gained momentum to the extent it is now nationally 
recognised as a procedure of in-service education though 
relatively new in years and method® of presentation* Sup­
planting the teacher institute as a means of bringing 
teachers together to study a common problem it ha® devi­
ated in procedure and practice and ha® assumed modem 
progressive ideals of solving common problems through 
member participation rather than through leader authority 
as formerly practiced*
$3 Hay A* Himel, A Survey of In-Service Training of Elementary Teachers* M*S* Thesis, Louisiana State University, 
Baton EougeT {19^1)» P * 13*
One or the most valuable In-service education 
activities in the schools today is the summer work­
shop* This approach to professional Improvement 
abandoned the Institute pattern In which teachers 
listened to "words of wisdom" from guest speakers and turned to a program In which all participants 
in the workshop learned through actual participation 
in developing it and in the discussion that ensued.
Although several systems (Denver and Tulsa were two) had held workshops earlier, the official be­ginning of the workshop movement is often dated 1936  
at which time 35 teachers In the Progressive Educa­tion Association met to discuss the "Eight-Year Study*M 
By 19^2# there were lllf known workshop programs under­way, The movement has gained Impetusj a study of educational literature suggests that workshops held 
since Wgrld War II number into the thousands eachsummer, 5%
It Is easily recognized that an agency of this type 
may disintegrate and become one of the supplanted rather 
than a supplanter unless strictest assiduity is main­
tained within its ranks. As has been pointed out, however, 
It represents education today much the same a© did the in­
stitute represent educational methods in the days of its 
establishment and heyday.
The teachers of vocational agriculture have set the 
pace in many instances for coordinated workshops for teach­
er personnel and in conducting them for high school youth 
in setting up standards and procedure® for teachers to 
follow, thus improving teaching In the particular phases.
5^ Cardozier, op» cit,, p, 28,
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Arkansas vocational agriculture service has arranged intensive workshop® In rural electrification 
for 300 vocational agriculture teachers this summer* 
The workshop© include two three weeks graduate courses by the Department of Agricultural Bigineering at the 
University of Arkansas, and eight workshops in strata-* 
glc&lly located and equipped high school© over the State* The workshops will be concerned with arrange­ment of vocational agriculture shops for teaching electricity to boys In young farmer, veterans and adult farmer classes, and will use teaching material 
prepared by the Athens, Georgia office of Southern Associations of Agricultural Engineers and Vocational Agriculture Educator© and other agencies in a manner 
that can be used In local school© to instruct 15,000 F*F*A* boys, 2^,000 young farmers and veterans and 
1 8 ,0 0 0 adult farmers $ho enroll annually in vocational 
agri culture cour sea
Workshops have been emphasised in the northern section 
of the United States by vocational people as in the south­
ern section*
A series of three workshops was conducted, dur­ing the period February 15 to March 2, 19^6, for teachers, including the same areas of instruction as 
those covered in the workshop for teacher-trainer® and supervisors* Each workshop was held on Friday 
from 8*30 a*m* to 9*00 p*m* and on Saturday from 8*30 a,m. to 12*00 noon* They were conducted by a teacher-trainer and a state supervisor of agricultural 
education with the cooperation of two staff members 
from the agricultural engineering department of the college *5o
£5 C* B* Wilkey, "Workshops in Rural Electrification, w 
Agricultural Education Magazine, Volume 23, (May, 1951),
pT ~z$T.
&& Glen C* Cook and John W* Hall, "Workshops for In- Service Training for Teacher© of Farm Mechanics," Agri­cultural Education Magazine, Volume 19, (Movember,”1 9 4 6),
pTVSZ
Teacher Exchan&e
This la a relatively new agency for the improvement 
of teacher© in service* Just a© economic and social pro-* 
blema have been benefactors for initiating other agencies, 
as it seems, need has elicited this one*
teacher exchange within the school system has been found to be a valuable means for in-service 
training* How it came into practice* how it is ad-* ministered, and what are some of its benefits will be stated in subsequent paragraphs*
The first use of th© device within the author* s experience was mad® in the Shelby School System dur­ing the depth of the depression in the school year 
1933-3^-* There were no longer available fund® for the well accepted practice of providing for visita­tion of teachers to other school systems for obser­vation purposes. But coupled with th© knowledge of the benefits of this practice and the great regret over having to give it up, was the experience of 
student-teacher exchange with WInthrop College. This latter practice had proved also to be beneficial. It occurred that an in-school teacher exchange would promise some of the advantages of each without the expense of either* Moreover, It was conceived that other benefits might result* The experiment met with such favor that it was repeated and the practice ex­
tended to the greensboro School System during th© year 1937-3 8.5 ?
That the practice wa® conducive to better prepared 
teachers is Illustrated in Smith*© further description*
Beneficial results are believed to arise from 
the exchange. It affords teacher® a new and fresh point of view and enables them to get out of a rut- the bane of experience. An acquaintance with the teachers of th© system is faclliated* Observations 
are made possible of materials In use and of method©
57 B. L* Smith, ”In-SehooI Teacher Exchange,w The 
High School Journal, Volume 21, (March, 1938), p. ? T ™
or handling routine matters. Confirmation of one’s 
good procedures is found, new ideas are discovered.
A broader outlook for the educational endeavor is 
obtained. Integration of the system is enhanced*One discovers the difficulties and the satisfaction 
of the other’s position* A greater appreciation of the regular work results or a change to the more satisfactory assignment is sought*
Children profit* Any loss of attainment for the day is offset by the stimulation gained for succeeding 
days. Even so there are Immediate benefits revealed. The disposition to give a good account of th© class and properly to receive the visiting teacher augments achievement and promotes hospitality*™
Since World War II the international teacher exchange
has witnessed renewed emphasis* The countries of Europe
and the Far East have ©specially been active in student*
teacher exchange* The agency has probably stemmed from
the philosophy that the more we understand each other th©
more harmonious countries can live together* Great is the
opportunity for those chosen for the exchange to broaden
themselves professionally, whether it be those teacher©
sent to distant lands or whether It be those exchanged with
neighboring school systems, Th© opportunity to observe
methods used by others serves as an Invaluable criterion
for reviewing one’s own methods.
58 Ibid.. p. 78
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The procedure of having vlsiting days whereby teachers 
can observe the teaching of others, is a current practice 
In many places and ha® met with approval from many educa­
tors* Tills instrument has had Its impetus during the last 
quarter century* Those favoring th® procedure proclaim 
many gratifying results from th© practice*
In a recently published Annual Report of the As si stant Superint endent a of ¥cliooT& 'or few T of f  C 1 ty * 
attention is ĉ il'ed" to the prSctlce""of interclass and 
Inter-school visitation* A sampling of approximately a third of the school districts reveals that about two- thirds of these schools have in force some plan of Interclass visitation end that 79 percent make It possible for at least some teachers to improve their professional training through observation of work done in other schools* One school In Queens reports the 
following plan for interclass visitationt
9A schedule of visits was arranged last tern 
through which all teacher® were afforded an opportunity 
to visit others* Th© purpose was to determine the high points of the school* Secondary purpose© were to break 
th© ice In the matter of class visitation, to take th© 
edge off the suggestion that weak teachers visit the stronger ones, to make the teachers accustomed to having 
someone besides children In the room, and to show teach­
ers their own weak points or to reassure them a® to the 
value of their own work*”
Th® principal of this school made the following 
comment on th© plan*
wT©aeh©re were afraid of th© plan at first but 
responded beautifully* They learned to know on© an­other better and to appreciate on® another1a diffi­culties* The fear of e\ipervi®lon was allayed. Th© number of high point® were noted by the teachers them­selves. On th© whole the plan proved valuable.”
k9
Both principals and assistant superintendents express the opinion that these interelas© and inter- 
school visitations are or distinct value. The hope 
is also expressed that it will prove feasible to ex­tend the practice in the futur©*59
That the success of visitation day rests on th© co­
operation of administrators and school boards the same as 
teachers is evidenced by the philosophy underlying th© 
method•
Th© usual amount of time allowed by the rules and regulations of school boards for visiting with pay is either one or two day© a year, with th© ten­
dency in favor of on© day, When but one day a year is allowed, th© rules usually provide that this shall be taken in installments of one-half day a semester 
when th© visiting is don© in th# home city*
Visiting In the home city Is usually done under the immediate guidance of the superintendent or a 
supervisor, and th© visits are followed by Joint dis­cussions* When the visiting 1© done away from home, permission to do so must usually be granted by the superintendent, and the teacher is required either to file a written report or to give an oral report before a teachers* meeting* A few cities provide 
directions to guide teachers In their observations*8®
Visiting days offer opportunities for th© im­
provement of teachers in service In several directions* 
They offer effective means (1) of introducing new methods and devices, (2 ) of strengthening th© work of 
the weaker teachers, and (3 ) of revivifying th© work 
of all teachers, even of th© best.*»*.«.*•****.**«••*
59 Educational Hews and Editorial Comment * Th© Ele­
mentary School Journal, Volume l{.0, (April, 19if-0),
60 Beudlger, op.* cit *, p* 8 2 *
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judging by the provision© In the rules and reg­
ulations of school boards* one would infer that most of the visiting by teachers is of a general nature; 
but this inference may be wrong * Even though the 
provisions are general* it may well be true that superintendent© usually make use of visiting days for th© purpose of improving their teachers either individually or in groups* at specific points, but 
it is true* never-the-less, that much visiting of a general nature is don© by teachers* This may on th© whole be lees profitable than visiting singly or in groups under official guidance, but it is certainly not without it© value. It gives the teachers new 
Ideals* new point© of view, and a change of seen© that are heartening, Th© teacher return© to hi© 
work not only instructed* but also encouraged with his own achievements and efficiency,®1
Himel&2 found in his study that inter-visitation for 
observation in some form was ranked number three In im­
portance in surveyed literature; ranked ©Ighth in importance 
by teachers In Louisiana^ and received a ranking of fourth 
by principals In Louisiana.^* These assigned ranks were 
out of a group of thirteen agencies rated*
Cardozler^ reported 1̂ 9 teachers of vocational agri­
culture out of 178 responding to a questionnaire visited 
other vocational agriculture teachers and observed teaching 
done In 1950-1951 in Louisiana.
61 Ibid., p. 8 3 .
Himel, oj>. cit., p, 1 1.
63 Ibid.. p. 3 9.
%  Ibid.. p. 1+2.
65 Cardozler, oj). clt.. p. 2 6 9.
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Sabbatical Loaves
The practice of using extended leave© of absence is 
a practice of early history* It ha© been of much benefit 
for those using it as a means of improving themselves; 
yet, It has not swept the educational realm as have other 
methods of In-service education,
Granting leaves of absence has been very slow 
in Its development in elementary and secondary schools* 
In 1908, individual teachers in some systems received leaves for study, travel or rest; but organised sys­
tems of leave were not set up* By 1913* Cambridge allowed a leave for study or travel of a year after 10 years of service giving one-third pay. In Boston one year In seven was granted for study or travel on 
half-salary; while for purposes of rest, on© year in 20 could be obtained* Hew York had established a system similar to that of Boston by 1908,
That the practice has always been more popular in
higher education than In the elementary or secondary
schools is well established in the literature surveyed*
Keudiger^? wrote 1
The custom of granting teachers a year* s leave 
of absence from time to time for the purposes of study, travel and rest 1© gradually becoming estab­lished in oar larger colleges and universities, but 
it has as yet scarcely gained a foothold In our hi*$x 
and elementary' schools*
This plan is not original in education* It is not 
even original in the world as we know it, but has It© 
origin among the people of the Old Testament,
66 Lins, op* clt *, p. 707*
67 Beudlger, op * clt,, p, 113*
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Th© essence or the plan stems, historically, 
from the Sabbath Day of th© Old Testament* In its 
time, the original Sabbath Day was as much an economic 
as a religious innovation. It provided a day of rest from labor*
As proof that It was partially economic, the 
Sabbath rest was also extended to beasts of burden and to the land. Every seventh year, the principle 
of rest, restoration, reinvigorating, and rededl- cation was applied to the land, exactly as our far­mers rotate their crops and occasionally allow their lands to lie fallow for a full year.
And by virtue of this rest, land becomes Improved 
and subsequent crops more productive. So it will be when the Sabbatical year is applied to men and women. They will acquire & new lease on life, a deep, in* vigorating and stimulating second breath that will enable them to return-.to their jobs with more strength and energy and will,®®
Barr and Burton^9 claim that leaves of absence for 
the purpose of travel have been granted teachers for many 
years.
Himel, In his study of in-service education for ele­
mentary teachers found that leave® of absence and travel 
ranked seventh In a group of thirteen agencies for in- 
service education by the teachers’̂  and twelfth by th©
principals **72-
66 Albert Morton Persoff, Sabbatical Years With Pay, 
The Charter Publishing Company* Los Angeles, x9ty5, P* 62*
69 a . S, Barr and W, H. Burton, The Supervision of 
Instruction, (Hew Yorks B* Appletpn and Company, 1926)7
pncsr:
70 Himel, op. clt*, p. 3 9 .
^  Ibid., p.
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The trend seems to he toward granting shorter terms 
of leave* Leaves may vary from three months to one year, 
the Idea being to encourage teachers to attend sessions 
of school without interrupting their salaries or tenure 
in their positions. Summer sessions are being utilised 
for study by teachers of vocational agriculture who are 
on a twelve-month employment basis.
Since the vocational agriculture teacher is em­
ployed on a twelve month basis, It becomes necessary 
for him to arrange with the local school adminis­trative officials for being absent from his work dur­ing any part of th© summer# The administration 
should have an established policy governing leaves of absence for those persons who are employed on a year-round basis, but wish to attend school in the simmer# No standards concerning conditions seem to be developed; however, the general concensus of opinion among educators indicates that the following 
plan might be accepted; permission for a teacher pursuing the Master1 s Degree to be away from his 
post at least a part of ©very summer until he re­ceives the degree and If ho is not working toward a 
degree, a part of th© surma© r at least once ©very three years. 72
Visitation
This instrument is usually performed by supervisors 
of different offices# The local school superintendent, 
school principal or supervisor without question finds 
this means a facet for improving instruction on© of th© 
most effective of all supervisory functions. Th© county
12 Cardozier, op» clt *» p. lî O.
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or area supervisor Is Indeed handicapped If conditions do 
not permit him to visit the teacher in his classroom or 
laboratory. Any supervisory program that does not include 
visitation as an Important phase of its office ©an hardly 
be achieving its capacity in th© role of improving teach­
ing.
Visitation Is often used interchangeably with super* 
vision. In its Infancy literature concerning visitation 
quite frequently referred to it as supervision*
Professional supervision of teacher© has evolved from the lay function of Inspection of schools. As early as 1709# in Boston, there was “the appointment of committees of eltlsens to visit and Inspect the plant and equipment and to examine pupil achievement,* At this time and for years later, no mention was made of assisting the teacher through criticising methods used end advising better methods of teaching.73
Th© early programs of supervision were llbtl© more
than Inspection groups composed of people who knew little
about teaching methods and procedures and were very often
prejudiced groups with no other purpose than to subject
the teachers to imperious whims of the inspectors.
Supervision has been a major phase of the tra­ditional program of in-service education. Historic­ally, supervision entered the educational system as representatives of lay boards which controlled th© schools and served as representative© of these board© to cheek ©n teachers and see that they were employing procedures and getting results which were acceptable, The supervisor was over the teacher. This historic relationship of supervisor and teacher has been
73 Lins, ojj, clt., p. 705.
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Toster©3 through th© years by the fact that the 
better trained and more aggressive members of the 
profession have been moved from teaching into super-, vision. Thus supervision in its traditional setting assumes that th© supervisor is more competent in the art which the teacher performs than is th© teacher himself. The inevitable result of this assumption f has been supervision which tell® teachers answers
This form of supervision through visitation has been 
replaced with a much more modem and effective method, 
miere supervisors formerly dictated policies and practice® 
under the original plan the existing program is on© in 
which the teachers are consulted and counseled with In 
adopting procedures that are accepted by teacher and sup-* 
ervlsor alike as th© most likely to succeed in that in­
spiring task of improving teaching*75
Kendall?^ describes th© ideal supervision through 
visitation as:
 the kind of supervision that inspire® teach­ers by means of active positive, constructive, leader­
ship; the kind that gives teachers confidence In them­selves, especially those who are young and inexperienced; the kind that encourages teachers to make use of th© lessons of their own experience; the kind that is hu­mane; the kind that knows that the ©volution of a good 
teacher is a slow process; th© kind that Is patient, 
that is not unforgetable of the demands mad© upon teach­ers; th© kind that ha© a sense of humor.
7k Hollis L* Caswell, ”In-S©rvic© Education Looking 
Forward,” Educational Methods, Volume 19, (February, I94O),
p , 2 6 2 .
7$ A. 0* Maeklin, "A Concept of Supervision,” Agri­
cultural Education Magaaina, Volume 18, (November, 19^5)« 
p. Bf.
?6 Kendall, op. cit♦, p, 512,
The teacher® of vocational agriculture have indicated 
their p2*©ferenc© of isupervisi on through visitation through­
out the nation.77 This method has been receiving honors 
among supervisors of vocational agriculture also*73 Car- 
do2ier79 claimed visitation as the "primary function of 
supervision*"
The tendency has been to visit the teacher on the job 
sine© the origin of supervision* The supervisor is better 
able to get a definite picture of the situation as It ex­
ists and is enabled to make contribution© at th© scene of 
action* Th© picture has changed radically, however, as 
to what occurs during the visit* The trend has been toward 
a cooperative activity between the teacher and supervisor 
during the last half-century rather than a dictatorial in­
spection carried on by an oftentimes biased lay group*
It does not require specific abilities to see that 
great strides have been made in developing the techniques 
of in-service education! neither does it take specialists 
to see a great need for further improvement In these sev­
eral techniques* But the glaring need today I© in th© 
administering of the techniques that w© have*
77 Dickinson, op * clt*, p, 3*
73 Carrol W* Eubanks, A Study of Supervision of Vo- 
cational Agriculture in TweTveSouthe rn State a * &f * S. 
Thesis,-Louisiana £tat© University, Baton $ouge, (19V?)*
p. 9$*
79 Cardozler, oj>* clt*, p. 9 6 ,
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Smith®® w o t ©  twenty-five years ago concerning profes- 
s i anal imp rovament3
It seems to th© investigator that the time has arrived when more definite policies should be evolved 
toward the professional Improvement of the teachers of vocational agriculture while in service if the 
profession of vocational agriculture is going to attract and retain strong men so necessary to the 
greatest educational returns#
That this la true in the recent past Is expressed by 
Murray®^ when he said, WTcacheretraining institutions must 
encourage proper and positive attitude® toward growth in 
service in order to facilitate in-service training**1
The teacher training institutions are not alone in 
their responsibility for rendering effective in-service 
education* State board staffs have a very proper place 
In the rendering of this service* In fact, the Thai ted 
States Office has delegated the major portion of the re* 
sponsibility to these State board staffs*®^
Teacher training institutions and State board staffs 
endowed with th© responsibility of executing a program of
Balph B* Smith, Methods and Devices for the Im­
provement of Teachers of Vocational Acticultuz*e« Bducational Monogram Humber 12, University of Minnesota s' Minneapolis 
(1927)# P* 1*
Bari Murray, "In-Service Training of Teachers, "
The Educational Digest, Volume 10, (September, 191*4)# P* 49*
82 The State and The Preservice Preparation of Teach­
ers of Vocational Bducat ion* vocational 1)1 vi s¥on Bulletin No* 2T 9 ** General Series No* 6, United States Office of 
Education* Oovemment Printing Office, I9I4.I, P* 6 0 *
in-service education can be aided greatly by the local 
school authorities* The local school superintendents 
and principals can assist in this task or they can just 
as effectively hinder, depending, of course, upon the 
principal or superintendent * Humorous ways in which they 
may attempt to improve the teachers are very similar to those 
ways used by ftate board staffs and teacher training insti­
tutions.^
All of these agencies must coordinate their efforts 
in exploring and using every effective means at their com­
mand if maximum efficiency in teacher growth is to be 
achieved and maintained. Each agency may be restricted 
to some extent as to the funds and facilities it can ex­
pend in one servie©; but brought together and integrated 
into one coordinated effort with th© other agencies, this 
service may mean much in the total progx*am.
Summary
Organized in-service education originated In about
1839 •
In-service education techniques have been revised and 
Improved constantly since their origin.
p# Mahew, "In-Service Training of Teachers,"
The Journal of Educational Sociology, Volume 5, (Way, 1932),
p. 5957^
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Teacher Institutes was one of the first in-service 
education agencies. It has become obsolete in face of 
newer and more effective agencies.
Summer sessions of school have received impetus dur­
ing the last quarter-century and are today playing a very- 
important role In In-service education*
Extension courses are serving a very worthy cause In 
th© field for professional Improvement*
Correspondence study is not as popular in modem edu­
cation circles as It was in the late twenties and early 
thirties *
’Teachers1 meetings are receiving recognition through­
out the country as an effective facet for achieving pro- 
fes sional Improvement•
Heading circles are not as popular as they once were 
but professional reading is still emphasised throughout 
th© country*
Workshops have largely replaced teacher institutes 
and have received their chief Impetus during the last de­
cade »
Teacher exchange is a relatively new agency and Is 
gaining, in popularity among many educators.
Visiting days are occupying strategic positions In 
many schools and is a relatively new agency in affording
6o
opportunity for many tea chore to compare their work with 
that of others *.
Sabbatical leaves are one of the older agencies where** 
by many teachers may improve themselves professionally. It 
is continuing to occupy an Important role in many States* 
Visitation is one of the most effective methods in 
use today whereby supervisors may stimulate professional 
growth In teachers*
3?he survey of studios concerning th© history and do-* 
velopment of 'the divers© techniques of in*-service education 
has revealed consistent effort on the part of educators to 
devise and Improve methods whereby teachers may better pre­
pare themselves to meet the need© of a changing society*
CHAPTER XII
ANALYSIS OF TEE EXISTING PROGRAM OF 
IH*SERVICE EDUCATION IN TEXAS
It is the purpose of this chapter to analyse the program 
of In-service education in Texas in order to establish the 
opinions of th© teacher trainers, State supervisory staff and 
the teachers of vocational agriculture In regard to in-serv­
ice education| to further establish th© methods employed by 
the different governmental and local farm agencies, the local 
school administration, and th© educational Institutions in 
providing in-service education; and to determine th© extent 
to which teachers are participating In th© gigantic task of 
professional Improvement*
There are seven educational Institution© In Texas author­
ised by the State plan to qualify teachers for teaching voca­
tional agriculture in the secondary schools. In these seven 
educational institutions there are 13 resident teacher train­
ers, three Itinerant teacher trainers, two subject matter 
specialists, and one research specialist* The educational 
qualifications of these 20 members of teacher training staffs 
consist of two with degrees of Doctor of Philosophy, one with 
a Doctor of Education Degree, llf with Master of Science De­
grees, one with a Master of Education Degree and two with 
Master of Arts Degrees.
6l
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Data gathered by mean® of the interview fora© used in 
this study indicated that three of the educational institu­
tion© did limited Itinerant teacher training work and that 
four of them did not carry on any itinerant teacher training 
work* ill teacher trainers represented in this study report­
ed that they would provide th© itinerant service© if th© State 
plan did not prohibit allocation of funds for th© service*
Th© teacher trainers were asked to list in order of im­
portance the follow-up services they would like to include 
in their teacher training program* Th© following is a sum­
mary of their answers to this questions for the first in 
importance, visitation was listed five times; subject matter 
specialist one time; and planning teaching programs on© time* 
For second in importance, developing supervised farming pro­
grams was listed once; newsletters twice; and program planning 
twice* For third place in importance, research was listed 
twice; helping to integrate th© In-service education program 
with th© high school program twice; and thre© did not re­
spond to this phase of th© question*
Smith**- mad© a study for th© Southern Region in will eh 
teacher trainer© were asked to rank in value th© activities 
designed for the professional improvement of teachers in 
©ervice* Th© following is a summary of his findings in 
answer to this question; personal visits of teacher trainer
1 Smith, op* cit*, p*
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and supervisor ranked number ones district or sectional meet­
ings for agriculture teachers ranked number two? intensive 
training courses at the teacher training institutions of one 
to three weeks duration was given third place; study of in­
dividual problem© under the direction of the teacher trainers 
ranked in fourth place; general State meetings for teachers 
of agriculture ranked fifth; publications from State depart­
ment and teacher training institution® was sixth; systematic 
reading of current professional magazine© and new books was 
given seventh place; a leave of absence to attend six weeks 
of summer school ranked eighth; visits of local school author­
ities was in number nine position; and training in service 
through extension and correspondence was number ten for last 
place*
One teacher trainer indicated that the first-year teacher 
should be visited at least six times; two reported that they 
should b© visited three or four times; two indicated two or 
three times and two responded that they should be visited at 
least twice during the year* The teacher trainers were un­
animous in agreeing that first-year teacher© of agriculture 
should be visited in order to help them solve such problem© 
as encountered in program planning and in technique© of 
teaching•
£4
Phipp©^ conducted a study for Illinois In which twenty* 
six beginning teachers participated in establishing major 
problems encountered by first-year teachers that could be 
solved more adequately through assistance from teacher train­
ing staffs* Th© following eleven areas were listed in which 
problems were encountered? annual and long-time program was 
listed 16 times; classroom teaching was also listed 16 times; 
Future Farmers of America received 13 responses; supervised 
farming was Indicated by 11 teachers; facilities was listed 
nine times; records and reports received seven responses; 
veterans* program was listed five times; evaluation four 
times; agricultural skills were mentioned by four teachers; 
guidance by three; and two teachers listed needing help in 
relationships *
Responses from teacher trainers indicating th© type of 
visitation to th© teachers they preferred showed two who 
preferred visits on call; two, mutually arranged visits; and 
three preferred unannounced visits*
Eubanks,3 in a study on supervisory functions for the 
Southern Region, revealed that State supervisors ranked 
scheduled visits as most effective; visits on call second 
in effectiveness and unscheduled visits as least effective 
in improving teaching*
2 l * J# Phipps, ttProblems of Beginning Teachers,” Agri­
cultural Education Magazine. Volume 22, (August, 1949) > P • 34 *
3 Eubank®, o£. clt** p. 24*
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When asked what length visit was most beneficial the 
teacher trainers responded as follows? two indicated more 
than one day; two listed visits of one day’s duration! and 
three answered, **ss long as you are needed*"
Pour responses indicated that teacher trainers preferred 
taking notes during visits to the teachers, while three in­
dicated that It was more advisable to make only mental oh-* 
servatlons to be made In note f o m  after the visit*
All of the teacher trainers of agricultural education 
in Texas had the opinion that written reports should b© mad© 
after each visit. Two reported that they only mad© the re­
ports for their own files to be used for future reference*
Two indicated that the teacher should be sent copies of the 
conclusions drawn from the observations made during the visit, 
and three preferred sending copies of the findings to the 
teachers, principals, superintendents and area supervisors,
The question as to who should direct the itinerant teacher 
training program received five replies that the teacher train­
ing departments of the Institutions should direct this program 
and two Indicated that the teacher trainers and area super­
visors should share this responsibility with teacher trainers 
occupying the major role.
Six of the educational Institutions offer graduate work 
of technical nature leading to the Master1 s Degree and on© 
offers no graduate work*
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All of the teacher training institutions offer profes­
sional eour»e« on the graduate level ©accept two* Th© total 
professional hours range from 18 to 30 and consist mostly 
of problem and method courses * The five offering graduate 
courses offer some extension work and the other two offer 
no extension work*
Professional short courses are offered by four of the 
teacher training institutions, while two indicated they d© 
not offer short courses and one did not respond to the ques­
tion.
Data reveal that newsletters are sent from three of 
the teacher training institutions; professional aids and 
experimental publications are sent from on©} monthly bul­
letins are sent from on©j and two indicated that they do not 
send out publications to teachers of vocational agriculture#
Another area of in-service training is that of interpreting publications and teaching aide for our teachers. Most of us provide these materials in some 
quantity for personnel in the state. However, too often little use is made of them because they are not 
understood or the teacher fails to see their application 
to his local community .**-
Five of the educational Institutions indicated research 
being done in the agricultural education departments In the 
form of theses; two did not report any research being con­
ducted.
hr j, C . Atherton, nIn-ServIc© Training the Responsibility of the Teacher Trainer,* The Agricultural Education Magassin®. 
Volume 23# (February, 1952T7 pTTF^T
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All of th© teacher trainers reported some participation 
In th© ©valuation of the high school programs and serving in
whatever capacity that was requested of them.
The inability to draw State funds for itinerant teacher * 
training, except as directed by th© State educational agency, 
was indicated as the weakest point in th® in-service eduea- 
tion program by all of the teacher training institutions,
Group conferences were listed as the strongest phase of 
the program of in-service education by one educational insti­
tution; newsletters by three; extension courses by one; resi­
dent undergraduate instruction by one; and one reported work­
shops as the most effective plan they offered for professional
improvement* The teacher trainer who listed the Item of
undergraduate residential instruction must have been confused 
by the question as this would not pertain to in-service edu­
cation*
The foregoing data give a fairly representative sample 
of the philosophy of the teacher training institutions con­
cerning the role they play in In-service education* All of 
the teacher trainers expressed the opinion that a well inte­
grated program that elicited effective professional improve­
ment was a serious failing In the State of Texas* However, 
they were also unanimous In being optimistic in the poten­
tialities for an Improved program*
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Th© information sheet from the State department of 
vocational agriculture is not very conclusive in establishing 
the basic philosophy for professional improvement. However, 
it does afford a glimpse into what is being done by the de­
partment .
There is no organized itinerant teaclier training program 
instituted by the State department. No newsletters published 
for distribution! there is no research being conducted except 
in cooperation with the State educational agency*
The department organizes, finances and conducts work** 
shops and tri-area and district conferences* Some effort is 
being exerted to coordinate the program of in-service educa­
tion by conducting one or two joint staff conferences between 
teacher trainers and State staff members* Some instructional 
material is prepared and distributed, and, when the members 
of the staff are called upon, assistance is rendered in help­
ing to evaluate high school programs*
Specific forma of in-service teacher training carried out by the members of State board staffs con­sist of activities such as th© following: Organizing,
conducting and financing of State and district confer­
ences; conducting schools to train conference leaders; conducting foreman-training school©; providing special 
training schools in cooperation v/ith various govern­mental agencies and with industries; conducting schools to train fire and police-department officers and other public-service officials as teachers In their respective fields; publishing news letters; providing itinerant 
teacher-training services to local schools; visiting teachers on the job; holding conferences with teacher© 
and local school officials; and organizing and financ­ing technical-skills units and short, intensive tech­nical course© for employed teachers.
6g
It is th© common practice in each of the vocational 
fields for the State supervisor to arrange and direct State and district conferences as one form of in-service teacher tralnlng.5
Information from th© questionnair© returns is grouped 
into tables which represent the data as given by the teachers 
responding. Some few Items were discarded due to th© obvious 
error in response to the question; for example, one teacher 
indicated over five-hundred graduate hours earned In stimmer 
school* This could hardly be true since It would require 
regular attendance in summer school for forty-one summers 
earning twelve hours each summer* However, the writer did 
not omit Items If even a remote possibility existed that It 
could represent a fact.
Responses to questionnaire♦ The data in Table I reveal­
ed a total of 560 returns, or 62 per cent, This Is consider­
ably lower than the 77*6 per cent reported by Cardozler^ in 
his study for Louisiana. There are several reasons why this 
comparison seems negligible in the opinion of the author.
The sample in this study was 90^ compared to only 221 in the 
Louisiana study. Cardosier? was personally acquainted with 
2$ per cent of his total sample compared with 10 per cent of
$ Bulletin 219, 03)* clt,, p, 6l.
6 Cardozler, o]>. clt., p. I8q.
7 Ibid., p. 18f.
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TABhM I
rbspohseb to oxjbstiomaihe b y areas
Area Humber Mailed Q,uestionnai r© Humber ofHaspone©©
Per Cent Responses
1 9k 63 67*0
2 S3 53 63.8
3 85 52 61. 1
k 91 59 6lj.8
5 100 66 66.0
6 9k 58 61.7
7 85 52 61.1
8 9k 59 62.7
9 90 46 51.1
10 87 k7 5k.0
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th© sample in this study known by th© writer. Thor© were 
four follow-up letters in the Louisiana stndy^ compared with 
two in this study* The geographical comparisons of th© two 
States probably influenced the returns since the vast area 
in Texas does not lend Itself to small professional group 
gatherings in which the inquiry might be discussed.
Since the total population of teachers of vocational 
agricultur© in Texas was selected as a sample for this study* 
and the data were collected through the normative-survey 
method, it seems that the 5&G returns should be a fair re­
presentation of the sample*
All-day student enrollment. The average enrollment for 
all-day students is rather significant* Table IX indicates 
an average of nearly 1\$ all-day students per school in all 
areas* The data reveal a range of 10 to 139* This wide 
range does not appear to be consistent with desirable con­
ditions. It seems that the 139 students enrolled for one 
teacher must have represented a department enrollment rather 
than enrollment for on© teacher.
The average enrollment of kS all-day students is rather 
high for Ideal teaching conditions. However, it is suspected 
that this represents the department enrollment with no con­
sideration for the number of teachers in the department.
6 cardozler, oj>. ©At., p. 18d.
TABLE II 
ALL-DAY STOKIIT ENROLLMENT
Area All-Day Students TeachersBeportlxig Average
1 2890 63 ^
2 2383 S3 44.9
3 2351 52 45.2
4 2909 59 49.3
5 2444 66 37.0
6 2686 58 46.3
7 245? 52 47.2
8 2604 59 44-1
9 2087 1*6 45.3
10 2398 47 5i*o
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Cardosier* ©9 study reveal® an average enrollment of 38 *2 
for all-day students In Louisiana and a rang© of eight in one 
sehool to lllf- in another* This does not represent the teach­
ing load, as some departments in Louisiana have two teachers 
of vocational agriculture*
Young farmer enrollment. the data in table 1X1 revealed 
an average enrollment of 1 2 *9 young farmers per school* this 
average was relatively consistent throughout the State* toe 
department reported 85 young farmers enrolled and one report­
ed only two* th© young farmer program in Texas has received 
emphasis during the last few years* the veteran©* program 
has claimed most of th© people who are in this phase of life* 
With the termination of the veterans1 on-the-farm-training— 
program as pertaining to veterans of World War XI, it is ex­
pected the young farmer program will receive its chief impetus* 
CardoaierlO reported an average enrollment of 13 ,{$. young 
farmer® for Louisiana with a range of five to 1*8* It seems 
that lj.8 organised young farmers would constitute a program 
too large to do effective supervision of farming programs and 
maintain a program for high school youth* Th© 85 young farm­
ers reported as high In Texas seems too high for two teachers 
to be able to conduct a satisfactory program of vocational 
agriculture*
9 Cardossier, pj>* cit», p* 100.




Young TeachersFarmers Reporting Average
1 253 24 1 0 .5
2 430 34 1 2 .6
3 242 18 13*4
4 552 40 13 .8
5 482 4l 11.7
6 328 31 15 .8
7 409 31 13.2
8 400 33 12.1
9 201 15 13.4
10 417 27 15.4
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Adult farmer enrollment* The average class enrollment 
of 27*0 adult farmers a© indicated in Table IV seem® rather 
high considering the enrollment of all-day students as in­
dicated in Table II and young farmer® as shown by Table III, 
when the teacher of vocational agriculture Is expected to 
carry on all three type© of classes* The termination of 
eligibility for benefits In the veterans1 on-the-farm-train­
ing should be a challenge to teachers of vocational agricul­
ture to enlist ©very available effort in th© attempt to keep 
these farmers attending organized classes*
Two adult farmors, as indicated by one teacher, Is rela­
tively few to do organized teaching, 4UJŜ  a® 99 reported 
by one teacher seems too many to reach in an organized effort* 
Cardozier1^ reported an average enrollment of 22*7 adult 
farmers and a rang© of 6 to 9&*
Teaching tenure of teachers* Data In Table V show that 
265 teachers have from on© to five years teaching experience. 
This means that almost half of the teacher© responding to th© 
questionnaire have less than six years teaching experience*
The average tenure was 7.5 years, while the rang© was one to 
31. The Implication in these data Is that th© field is largely 
filled by relatively inexperienced teachers and a program of 
effective in-service education should have a field Mrip© to 
harvest




A m AdultFarmers TeachersReporting Average
1 781 35 22.3
2 736 33 22.3
3 lOfol*. 32 33.2
k 1045 38 27.5
5 1532 53 2 9 .8
6 l66l 5l 32.5
7 727 30 24«3
6 1129 4i 27.5
9 829 27 30.7
10 972 34 28.6
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TABLE V 











1- 5 265 1- 5 350
6-10 94 6-10 lo8
11-15 102 n-l5 39
lb-20 45 16-20 17




Th© data further revealed that 35>0, or 62 per cent, had 
been In present positions for leas than six year®* Teacher® 
who are in relatively new teaching position® probably need 
closer supervision and other method® whereby they can grow 
prof©ssion&lly*
In Smith* study for the Southern Region he found that 
73*1 per cent of the teachers had been teaching in vocational 
agriculture for more than one year*
Degree accomplishments of teachers» Five hundred fifty** 
four teachers reported bachelor*® degree® in Table VI* Four­
teen of these degrees were from educational institution® 
that were not authorised by th© State plan to qualify teachers 
of vocational agriculture. Forty-one indicated degree® from 
educational institutions that were not authorized to grant 
degrees in vocational agricultural education at the time 
specified by the teachers* This fact suggests that 55 
teachers received degrees from non-teacher training institu­
tions and then transferred to other Institutions to take 
additional course work In order to qualify to teach voca­
tional agriculture*
There were 250 teachers who held master*® degrees* 
and this represented 1̂ 5 per cent of the total response*
12 smith, o£. cit«. p. S.
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TABLE VI
EB0CATIQWAL I1ISTIYOYIOHS FROM WHICH TEACHERSRECEIVED DECREES
Institution Bachelors YearsReceived YearsReceived
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TABLE VI {continued) 
EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS FROM WHICH TEACHERS
r e c e i v e d degrees
. . . . . ^ , Years . YearsInstitution Bachelors Reoelved Mastera Received
SouthwestTexas State 5 0Gollege
Stephen F* AustinState College 7 I
University o fHouston 0 6
Sul BossState College 3 B
MississippiState College 3 1
Alabama Poly-technical 2 0
Louisiana StateUniversity 2 1
Oklahoma A & M If. I
Daniel BakerCollege 1 0
Texas ChristianUniversity 0 3
West TexasState College f> 0
North TexasState College 1 If*
Colorado A & M 1 0
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TABUS VX (continued)
KDUCATXOHAl. INSTITUTIONS FROM WHICH THACKERSRECEIVED BEGBEES
Institution Bachelors YearsReceived Masters Year©Received
Austin College 1 - 1
Hew Mexico State College X 0
Howard Payne 1 0
Hall^ made a study on what effect master* e degress had 
on Increasing the value of the programs of vocational agri­
culture. From 71}* responses* 61}. had the opinion that the ad- 
vanced degree would improve the quality of th© program? three 
expressed the opinion it would not? and six were doubtful It 
would be responsible for an Improved teaching program*
From the 5>6o responses* six did not report holding a de­
gree of any kind. Negligence In completing questionnaire was 
assumed to be responsible* since teacher© of vocational agri­
culture are required to hold a bachelor* s degree before they 
can qualify to teach vocational agriculture In Texas*
13 Alcy Bean Hall* wMhat is The Value of a Master*s Degree to The Teacher of Vocational Agriculture?11 (unpub­
lished Master* a thesis* Mississippi State College* State 
College* 19^7)» p* 27*
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Media through which graduate credit was earned* There 
were 15,^73 semester hours of professional work reported, 
which is an average of 2^*1 hours for each teacher* A total 
35,663 hours of technical agriculture was reported, or an 
average of 6 3 *9 hours each for the teachers responding*
Graduate credit was earned through four methods of pre­
sentation* Table VII is an analysis of credits earned 
through each of the agencies with a teacher evaluation for 
each*
Two hundred ninety-nine teachers reported an average of 
27*0 semester hours earned through summer school; 276 reported 
an average of 7*0 hours earned through extension courses; 199 
teachers reported an average of 2 6 *0 hours of graduate credit; 
and 109 teachers earned an average of 2*3 hour® through short 
courses*
Cardozier^ reported that 78 teachers in Louisiana had 
earned eredit through summer school; 58 had earned credit 
through extension courses; 20 through regular sessions; 15 
through off-campus problem courses; and two had earned credit 
through correspondence ooursee,
Number of vocational agrlcultural conferences and meet­
ings attended* In analyzing th© number of vocational agri­
cultural conferences attended by teachers on© may determine 
the extent to which they are integrating their programs with
lit- cardozier, o£* cit** p. I9ij.*
TABLR VII




™  ^  ^ 
Place 3 kPlace Fla«s<
Simmer
School S0B3 299 136 121 31 9
Extension 1921 276 39 91 95 51
RegularSession 5172 199 102 Ifl k & 11
ShortCourses(Credit) 255 109 19 19 12 59
Short Courses 
(?Ion- credit)
570 20l\. 58 37 18 91
SUI­
TABLE VIII
NUMBER OP VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURAL CONFERENCESAED MEETINGS ATTENDED
Area County District Area State National
1 129 30I4. 160 £2 11
2 198 328 85 5
3 125 599 117 ks 1
k 232 i*22 ll*5 51* 5
5 337 617 138 65 V*p
6 269 573 133 67 li
7 179 1*73 89 1*8 1
8 239 1*66 125 5o If.
9 218 351 110 59 2
10 228 1*27 lol* 56 $
6$
like programs Ia their county, district, area and State * A 
survey or Table VIII reveals an average of 3,8 county agri­
cultural meetings attended throughout the State; and an aver­
age of 8*1 district meetings attended* Teachers reported 
attending an average of 2,1 area meetings; ,9 State or tri- 
area meetings; and 1̂ 3 teachers represented in this study 
attended national meetings*
Silvemail^* reports that summer conferences have be­
come a tradition in the State of Washington* The teachers, 
through work committees, have participated greatly in organ­
ising, conducting and attending these conferences throughout 
the State, There have been unified conferences held the past 
two years in Washington, bringing together all f5*ve of the 
vocational education divisions*
Teacher evaluation of vocational agricultural confer- 
one eg and meetings* The information in Table IX reveals that 
more teachers evaluated the district meetings as the most 
effective means in the improvement of the vocational agri­
cultural program than any other conference or meeting in this 
group* Three hundred forty-two responses indicated the dis­
trict meetings best, while area meetings ranked second most 
effective by only 89 responses* Several teachers In Area VI 
Indicated that their county and district meetings were the 
same *
1$ Harold Sllvemall, "Productive Conferences,H The 
Agr 1 culturaj. Education Magazine* Volume 22, (December^ TL9k-9)>p, 120*
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TABLE IX
TEACHER EVALUATION OP VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURAL CONFERENCES AND MEETINGS
Number of Teachers Banleinf* Ho.* 1Area
County District Area State national
1 k 33 20 2 0
2 3 20 26 1 1
3 2 ij-3 k 2 0
k 6 36 8 3 0
5 9 k 3 5 2 0
6 lit- 30 3 1
? 2 in 1 0
8 3 43 £ 3 0
9 5 27 3 5 1
10 k 26 9 0 0
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Smith* study for the Southern Heglon gave rankings 
of 150 instructors and 26 teacher trainers in which the 
general State meetings for teachers of agriculture ranked 
number six in value by experienced teacher© and teacher 
trainers*
District or sectional meetings for agricultural teachers 
ranked number two by beginning teachers and number on© by 
teachers who had on© or two year© experience* The teacher 
trainers in Smith1s study ranked the district meetings num­
ber two*
Number of county and local agrlcultural meetings attend­
ed and evaluation by the teachers* Data in Table X illus­
trate th© role th© local and county agricultural workers’ 
meetings play in bringing the teacher© together with workers 
in other agencies to acquaint themselves with problems com­
mon to all*
The average number of meeting© attended was 11*5 for 
th© entire State* The writer assumed these meetings were 
technical in nature since the professional meeting© were 
accounted for in Table VIII*
Area V reported the largest number of these meetings 
attended and Area IV the fewest number of teacher© attending*
Teacher© evaluated these meetings a© predominately "good" 
In the improvement of programs* There were approximately as 
many teachers rating them "excellent" as "fair."
16 Smith, op. clt.. p. 31)..
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TABLE X
NUMBER OF COUNTY AND LOCAL AGRXCCLOTHAh MEETINGS AND TEACHER EVALUATION FOR IMPROVING PROGRAMS
Teachera Evaluation
Area MeetingsAttended Average Excellent Good Fair Poor
1 ¥>3 7.3 16 33 10 0
2 ¥ 5 7.6 12 28 a 3
3 7 k 5 H|. *3 7 33 9 0
t* 7 k 7 12.3 1 14 27 12
5 1018 15 4 14 kl 8 0
6 682 11.7 11 39 4 1
7 555 1 0 .6 11 28 n 1
8 827 l£|- « 0 33 9 1
9 519 11.3 10 22 12 0
10 620 13 A 9 30 5 0
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Hodgson,^? discussing. cooperation with workers from 
other agencies said* 113© curing effective working relation** 
ship with other agencies and organisations in the field of 
agriculture i® one of the most important steps in planning, 
developing, and carrying out a successful program with the 
adult programs*”
Humber and teacher evaluation of county els©groom 
teacher meetings..,7 Bata in Table XI reveal an average of 2*6 
county classroom teacher meetings attended by teachers of 
vocational agriculture* The number of teachers from all 
areas was consistently small in reporting attendance at these 
meetings* The contrast In the number of teachers that re-* 
ported these meetings with the type meetings reported In 
Table X may help to block efforts of many teachers who try 
to narrow the gap In the barrier between teachers of voca* 
tional agriculture and teachers of other subjects In th® high 
school program.
The value placed upon county classroom teacher meetings 
was consistently low In all of th© area©* The Hpoorw rating
was checked by more than 50 per cent of the teachers.
18Himel found elementary teachers in Louisiana rating 
teacher meetings number 12 In value in a list of 12 agencies
3*7 Paul M* Hodgson, ^Farmers Profit From Oo**op©ration 
With Other Agencies,” The Agricultural Education Magazine, 
Volume 17, (February, , p. 156.
18 Himel, o£. clt.. p. 3 9 .
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TABLE XI
HUMBER AND TEACHER EVALUATION OF COUNTY 
CLASSROOM TEACHER MEETINGS
Teaclier EvaluationMeetings ' ”   m '  im"","ir * — — -
Attended Excellent Good Fair Poor
1 128 1 6 6 30
2 l6g 1 6 13 22
3 l$k O 2 11 2I4.
b 183 1 3 17 2b
5 lij.8 1 7 16 29
6 153 1 k 13 26
7 154 1 2 6 28
8 179 1 2 12 30
9 120 1 1 8 20
10 108 0 2 11 17
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recommended a® effective techniques for administering the 
in-service education program* The same was true for teacher 
meetings as was true for other agencies that were rated, in 
that the areas that indicated the most participation eval­
uated the facet higher than those that indicated little par­
ticipation*
Area supervisors* visits to teachers* An examination of 
data in Table XII revealed an average of Ij.9*2 visits mad© by 
the area supervisors to the teacher® of vocational agriculture 
for the purpose of improvement of Instruction* Most of the 
teachers who were visited by the supervisors were visited 
more than once* The data in the table indicated 190 teachers 
were visited only onee* 163 were visited twice and lifX were 
visited three times or more*
Young-***? in conducting a National study on in-service 
education had the following to say concerning the frequency 
of supervisory visitss
In the opinion of the great majority of supervisors 
who believe that there is a relationship between the 
success of the teacher and the frequency of supervisory visits the below-average teacher Is visited more fre­
quently than the average or above-average teacher*About a third of the supervisors believe, however, that there is no relationship between the success of the 
teacher and the frequency of supervisory visits.
Supervisory visits, whether made by supervisors of teacher trainers, usually yield the most effective re-
19 Orville h* Young, "In-Service Up-Grading of Teachers 
of Vocational Agriculture," The Agricultural Education Magazine, Volume 22, (December, I9I4.9 j* p *" TSll*
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TABLE XII
EXTEHT TO WHICH AREA SUPERVISORS VISITED TEACHERS I»? THE STATE
Area Number In Study
Humber of Visits to Teacher
1 2 3 or more Total
1 63 21 I4.O ko 107
2 53 ‘ 17 16 12 U5
3 $2 20 11 8 37
59 14 6 1$ 35
5 66 22 17 21 60
6 5a 21 13 13 kl
7 52 20 18 8 i|,6
6 59 16 16 3 35
9 I4.6 20 11 7 38
10 kl 12 15 ll|* k-2
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suits when* (a) teachers are given the exact or approx­imately date of a supervisory visit one to ten days In advance, (b) teachers are visited regularly semi-annually or Qftener, and at such other times as may be requested 
by the teacher or the local school administrator, and (c) visits by supervisors are mad© on Tuesday, Wednesday, or Thursday.
hen&th of supervisors* visits. An examination of data 
in Table XIII reveals that there were a total of i|92 visits 
to the teacher of vocational agriculture from members of the 
State supervisory staffs, ninety-six of these visits lasted 
one full day; lJ>Jf were one-half day In lengthj and 197 lasted 
less than one-half day.
Cardozier^O reported 251 visits by area supervisor®. 
Seventy-three of these visits lasted one day 3 98 were for 
one-half day; $& for one-fourth of one day? and six visits 
lasted only one hour.
Y o u n g , i n  summarizing a National study on In-service 
education, ©aid*
A majority of supervisors prefer to arrive at the 
school for a supervisory visit before classes begin. About a third of them, however, have no preference and 
arrive at any time that is convenient for the supervisor.
A visit lasting half a day or all day is the most common practice regardless of the number of teachers 
employed In a school. Supervisory visits rarely last 
only on© class period or less.
The supervisory visit must be of sufficient length If It 
is to: (1) lead to the improvement of teaching, and It should
20 Cardoaler, o£* cit.» p. 211.
21 Young, op. cit., p. 13J4..
TABLE XIII 
LENGTH OP AREA SUPERVISORS’ VISITS
Area Length of Visits
1 Day Ir Day
Less than one-half 
day
1 11 22 16
2 9 17 20
3 7 14 18
h 13 13 20
5 10 10 36
6 9 12 25
7 9 22 i4
6 10 12 v~>
9 8 15 17
10 10 17 lit-
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never* be lees than this, (2 ) provide the supervisor sufficient 
time to observe the teacher in all of the phases of his work* 
and (3 ) allow time to offer a plan whereby the teacher may be 
led to discover how he might Improve his teaching so as to 
achieve better understanding among the students he Is lead-* 
Ing*
The value of aupervlsorr visits* The information tabu* 
lated in Table XIV indicated that teachers of vocational agri­
culture had varying opinions of the value of supervisors* 
visits in the improvement of teaching* Much of this Informa­
tion may have been given from biased opinions; but it does 
have significance in affording an Insight on the relation­
ships existing between the supervisors and the teachers If 
not a true facsimile of a fair evaluation by the teachers*
Eubanks,2^ In surveying the Southern Region, found that 
supervisory visits were rated by the State supervisors In the 
following orders (1 ) visits on call, (2 ) scheduled visits, 
and (3) unscheduled visits* A somewhat varying evaluation 
was observed in the ratings by the area supervisors* The 
visits on call received first place, unscheduled visits re­
ceived second place, and scheduled visits was placed third*
D i e k i n s o n 2 ^  conducted a national study In which practic­
ally all of the replies from th© teachers emphasized visiting
»
22 Eubanks, oj>. cit** pp. 2i|-25*
23 Dickinson, o£. cit*, p. 3 *
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TABLE XI?
TEACHER EVALUATION OP AREA SUPERVISORY VISITS
Area Excellent Goo& Fair
rarww-'fl HUIIit'ABH'plL. WSJC
Foot
1 0 24 24 5
2 Z 23 15 9
3 0 10 19 9
k 1 15 13 8
5 1 8 29 17
6 2 20 16 11
7 0 16 18 11
8 2 6 18 13
9 1 3 1? 19
10 1 25 11 4
9?
the teacher on the job a© an offactive method for supervision 
and ranked it fir»t in value among a group of other method®,.
The extent to whjoh county supervisors visited. The data 
in Table XV may lead to false conclusions if some explanation 
is not advanced as to the position of the county supervisor 
in relation to the school units* In many of the comities in 
Texas a supervisor is employed to work with the teachers in 
the high schools of that county. His duties are much the 
same as the area supervisor, except he 1© not limited to any 
one group in the secondary schools; rather, he Is supposed 
to work with all of the high school teachers. However, not 
all of the counties in Texas employ a county supervisor and 
as a result this table represents only those counties that 
have such supervisors.
The total of 10$ supervisory visits reported represented 
about on© visit to each teachers who responded to the in­
quiry.
length of county supervisors1 visits, A study of the 
data in Table XVI revealed the majority of the visit® from the 
county supervisor© was lee© than one-half day in length, Data 
in the table showed that 38 per cent of all of the visits from 
the county supervisor© was made in Areas V and VXII, and only 
about 2I4 per cent of the total responding teachers were from 
these two areas.
Value of county supervisors* visits, The data in Table 
XVII revealed that the visits from county supervisors were few 
In number and that they were rather consistently evaluated
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TABLE XV
EXTENT TO WHICH COUNTY SUPERVISORS 
VISITED TEACHERS IN THE STATE







1 63 5 z 5 12
2 53 5 z k 11
3 52 0 0 k h
h 59 2 3 7 12
5 66 3 5 10 16
6 58 3 11
7 52 0 0 7 7
6 59 1 k 17 22
9 lj.6 2 0 2 *
10 hi 1 1 2
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TABDE XVI
DENOTH OF COUNTY STJFBHVISOHS* VISITS
Ijen&feh of Yl&ifea
Area ' , " 'm .' T_....jkeae'WXaX Day -I Day one-half
day
X 5 2 5
2 5 2 4
3 0 0 4
4 2 3 1
£ 3 6 9
6 4 3 4
? 0 0 7
8 2 4 Ife
9 2 0 2
10 1 i 2
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TABLE XVII
TJSACHER EVALUATION OF COUNTY !STJPFBY100BY VISITS
Area Excellent Good Fair Poor
1 5 2 k 1
2 5 2 k 0
3 0 0 0
k 2 3 7 o
5? 3 5 9 0
6 k i* 3 0
7 0 0 7 1
8 1 16 1
9 2 0 1 1
10 1 1 2 0
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higher by the teachers Tor improving teaching than the visits 
from the State staff of area supervisor® for vocational agri­
culture (Table XIV}* Only three teacher® who responded to 
the inquiry rated the county supervisors’ visits as "poor” 
for improving instruction*
P̂he most effective supervisory visits* From an exami­
nation of Table XVIII the data revealed 9? teacher® who had 
the opinion that visit® of one day* s duration were the most 
valuable to them; 163 had the opinion that one-half - day visits 
were bet ter % and 107 considered visits of less than one-half 
day a® the most desirable*
State supervisor® from the Southern Region in Eubanks1̂  
study valued visit® of one day a® most effective in profes­
sional improvement and one-half-day visits a® second in effec­
tiveness, and the area supervisor® gave like rating*
Local administration through visitation* Two hundred 
nineteen teachers of vocational agriculture represented In 
this study reported their local superintendents visited 
their classroom® in order to improve teaching* Thi® repre­
sented about Uk P©** cent of the teachers who reported this 
item* Seventy teachers, or about llj. per cent, indicated 
visits to their department® from county superintendents* One 
hundred sixty-three, or about 32 per cent, reported high 
school principals visiting their classroom* A further study
2i|- Eubanks, op* cit * * p* 27*
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TABLE XVIII
THE MOST EFFECTIVE SOPKRVISQHT VISITS REPOWED BY TEACPEBS
Area Length of Visits
1 Day i Day Less than one-dial f day
1 3 23 16
2 15 18 7
3 14 17 $
4 7 18 lk
5 12 24 18
6 9 12 17
7 lk 18 8
8 11 16 12
9 lk ik 5
10 8 23 $
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TABLE XIX
MJMBER OP TEACHERS REPORTING LOCAL 
SUPERVISION THROUGH VISITATION
Area LocalSuperintendent Cotan tj Superintendent High School Principal
1 22 6 22
2 19 k 17
3 21 8 20
k 25 6 22
5 31 11 18
6 21 2 17
7 15 5 11
8 2? 10 11
9 15 7 15
10 23 11 20
10k
of data In Table XIX reveals that teachers from Area I report­
ed a total of 50 visits from local supervisor© and Area VII 
was low In number of visits from local supervisors with a 
total of 31 visits*
Smith's*^ study for the Southern Heglon revealed that 
65 teachers out of 210 reported classroom visitation from the 
local authorities while lli5 teachers reported no visitation 
at all from these supervisors#
Vi sits from selected go ve rnment al agencies, Bata In 
Table XX reveal that 397# or 54*8 per cent, of the agricultural 
teachers represented in this study were visited an average 
of 2*7 times each by some member of the State Agricultural 
Extension Service* Three hundred thirteen, or 5^*9 por cent, 
of the teacher© of vocational agriculture represented In this 
study were visited by the Soil Conservation Service, an aver­
age of 2*2 times for each teacher* Member© from the Texas 
Fish, Game and Oyeter Comral©sion visited 8 6, or 15*3 P©** cent, 
of the teacher© represented in this study, an average of 2 .3  
times* PMA representatives were reported visiting teacher© 
by 154 responses, or 1*8 visits per teacher. Members from 
REA visited 59 > or 10.5 per cent of the teacher© responding, 
an average of 1.6 visits per teacher* FHA representative© 
were reported visiting or 17*1 per cent, of the teachers,
an average of 2 *1  times each*
^5 Smith, oj>* cit** p. 1 9 .
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TABLE XX
EXTENT TO WHICH TEACHERS REPORTED VISITS BY SELECTED GOVERNMEHTAL AGENCIES
Agency Humber of Visits
Humber of Teachers 
Reporting Visits
Extension Service 836 307
Soil Conservation 
Service 802 313








Car&oaiar^ reported 81), per cent of the to r ational agri- 
cultural teacher® in Louisiana had received information and 
assistance from Parish Agricultural Agents, Forty-five per 
cent had been helped by the Home Demonstration Agent $ 33 per 
cent by the P a m  Fore star $ and 76 per cent by the PMA, The 
Boil Conservation Service had helped l$,3 P©^ cent of the teach** 
ers| Production Credit Association helped 15 per cent of all 
teachers reporting! and PEA had given assistance and informs** 
tion to 36 per cent of the Louisiana teachers who responded 
to the item*
Extent to which teachers received publications from 
teacher training institutions» A study of data in Table XXI 
revealed that although two of the teacher training institu* 
tions had no subject matter specialists there were publics.** 
tions sent out from all seven of the institutions in Texas 
that were training teachers of vocational agriculture*
Teaehers who received degrees from Texas Agricultural 
and Mechanical College were the only ones who reported more 
publications received than requested.
From the 5&0 teachers v/ho responded, 8l per cent, re­
ported that they requested a total of i|,f23Q, or an average 
of 9»5 publications per teacher, from, teacher training instil 
tutions. There were 1^,126, or an average of 9*3* items of 
publications per teacher, received from these requests.
26 cardoaler, ©£. cit., p. 270
TABLE XXI
EXTENT TO WHICH TEACHERS REPORT RECEIVING PUBLICATIONS PROM SUBJECT MATTER SPECIALISTS OP THE TEACHER TRAINING IHSTITUTIOHS
Institution TeachersReporting
Humber of Publications Requested
Number of Publications Received
Sam Houston 
State College




Texas A & M 210 17 3# i860
Texas Techno­
logical Institute 19 5oi 367





Stephen F* Austin State College 7
61 36
Santos^? mad© a study on ”In-Service Training Heeds”
Tor teacher® of Colorado in which he indicated $8.33 P®** cent 
of the teachers surveyed had ranked ”L©cating and securing 
materials for instamotion” as the number on© need from the 
teacher training institutions *
Faculty meetings attended# An examination of the data 
in Table XXXI, and in raw data not presented in table form, 
revealed a total of 4 ,3 9 9  meetings reported by $4& teachers 
represented in this study. This represented an average of 
7 #8 meetings held for each teacher* Fourteen teachers in 
the sample did not respond to the question. The $4& teachers 
who responded indicated that they attended 3 *8 4 6 faculty 
meetings. This represented an average of 7*0 meetings, or 
87 P©r cent of all meetings held, attended by teachers of vo­
cational agriculture.
The faculty meetings were reported as predominantly 
"good” in the improvement of instruction.
Car&osler^® reported that all but ©even of the teachers 
who responded to the inquiry for Louisiana had reported fac­
ulty meetings held In their schools. The number of meeting® 
held ranged from one In one school to 7$ in another. The aver­
age number of meetings held In each parish was, for the State 
as a whole, slightly less than two meetings per month for the
27 Hllario J. Santos, wIn-Service Training Heeds of 
Vocational Agriculture Teachers In Colorado,” (unpublished 
Master*s thesis, Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical 
College, Fort Collins, 1949), P* 71.
28 cardozier, o£. eifc., pp. 232-235.
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TABLE XXII
ex te n t t o w h ic h t eac h e r s are attending f a c u l t y m eetings
„ .. Teacher EvaluationBange Meetings Hanf,e Meetings -------- ------- -----------
Reported Reported Excexient Good Fair Poor
l- 5 226 1- 5 195
6-lo 20 4 6—10 185
11-15 37 11-15 35
1 6 -2 0 18 1 6 -2 0 15
21-25 4 21-25 4
26-30 13 26—30 14
31-35 3 31-35 7
36-40 24 36-40 12
105 226 92 183
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nine month school year* The meetings were attended by more 
than 95 per cent of all the teachers who responded*
Teacher observation* A study of data in Table XXIII in­
dicated a total of 375 teaching situations observed by 188 
teachers. This represented an average of 2.0 observation® 
for each teacher who reported. The important thing the data 
in this table revealed, in bh© opinion of the writer, was the 
fact that 3 3 3* or 59 P©*1 cent of all teachers, did not ob­
serve another teacher in a teaching position. It seems to 
this writer that more teachers shoxild have taken advantage of 
this facet for lnqproving teaching.
In ter-visitation was ranked fourth in a group of 13 
agencies for in-service training by high school principal© 
of Louisiana, while teachers in the same ©tudy ranked it 
eighth.^
Evaluation of departments of vocational agriculture 
received little Impetus as indicated by the responses to the 
item in the inquiry. Only 89 teachers reported an evaluation 
of their departments during the year 1951-52# Of this number, 
1̂ 3 teachers initiated the evaluation themselves; six were 
evaluated by members of teacher training institutions; 12 
local school administrators evaluated departments; and the 
item designated as ^other” was checked 21 times.
Cardozlor30 reported 78 departments evaluated out of 172 
teachers who responded to the Inquiry. Thirty one of this
29 Hlmel, ojg. cit., p. I4.3 .
30 Cardosier, o£. elt,, p. 227.
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TABLE XXIXX
.EXTENT TO WHICH TEACHERS ABE OBSERVING OTHER TEACHERS OF VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE. IN TEACHING1 SITUATIONS IN TEXAS
Len&tfo of Observations- ISo'sa '"tiSSa
1 Bay Day one^halfday
£9 161 9
Teachers 










number gave credit to th© area supervisor for having done th© 
evaluating; 32 teachers evaluated their own departments; two 
department© were evaluated by teacher trainers; and llf teach­
ers checked "other" as the party responsible for th© evalu­
ation.
Other agenclea that provided assistance. Data in Table. 
XXXV revealed five agencies who gave assistance in th© form 
of direct information or aid. Thee® agencies assisted th© 
teachers a total of 1,328 times through 19 different ways.
The teachers were allowed free listing as to the ways in 
which they were assisted. These responses were grouped by 
th© writer under th© 19 sub-heads to facilitate putting the 
data in table form. In addition to th© number of responses * 
under th© different heading®, "Local mechanics" was checked 
18 times with no indication as to the nature of assistance; 
"Farm Supply and Implement Dealers" was checked itj. times; 
"Colleges" was checked 19 times; "Extension Service" 2? 
times; and "Experiment Stations" was checked nine times.
Hews items submitted for pubjlcation. Data in Table XXV 
Indicated that $6 teachers reported 237, or an average of I4..2 
articles published in professional magazines and papers.
There were 292 articles published In agricultural magazines 
and papers. Newspapers carried article© written by
5I4.6 teachers, or 9 *8 articles per teacher*
Ninety-one per cent of the teacher© In Louisiana re­
ported having written at least on© article for publication
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TABLE XXIV
EXTENT TO WHICH TEACHERS ABE RECEIVING 
ASSISTANCE FROM OTHER AGENCIES
Agency Nature of Assistance Number of Times Assisted
Local Mechanics 1 a Technical Assistance 107a. Technical Information l̂ o
i« Loan of Equipment \0a. Reference Material 51Farm Supply and 3* Information on 100Implement Dealers Ij. * Machinery and Equipment Films and Film Strips
5. Demonstrations 6?
l* Counseling hfia. Visitation 19Colleges ?* Teaching aids 1m4* Reference Materials 57Films and Film Strips 136* Technical Assistance 52
Extension 1. Technical Aid 37Service 2* Reference Materials 217
1. Technical Aid 69Experiment 2* Field Trips 72Stations ?• Reference Materials 182
k* Films and Film Strips 3
TABLE XXV
EXTENT TO WHICH TEACHERS ARE SUBMITTING ARTICLES TO MAGAZINES AND PAPERS FOR PUBLICATION
Publication TeachersHeporbing
ItemsPublished









% 26 18 2
9 11
newspapers $l\Jb 5 3 W
n 5
in professional magazine® and papers, agricultural publi­
cations or for newspapers. Seventy-seven per cent of these 
teachers reported publications in newspaper®! 15> per cent in 
professional publications! and l6 per cent in agricultural 
magazines and papers.31
Membership In civic organizations» The data in Table 
XXVI indicated that 95 P©r cent of the teachers who responded 
to the inquiry, held membership In at least one civic organ­
isation* Four hundred fourteen, or ?lj. per cent, held member­
ship In at least two organisation® and 79, or l)i*0 per cent, 
held membership in at least five organisations* The organ­
isations with the greatest number of teacher membership rep­
resent professional organisations* This could be due in 
part to the emphasis placed upon membership in these organ­
izations by the teacher training institution® and the State 
supervisory staff*
Agricultural pub11ca11ons read regularly* Table XXVXI 
revealed rather extensive reading was done by teachers of 
vocational agriculture represented In this study*
All of the teacher© who responded to the item Indicated 
that they read as many as three publications regularly. Three 
hundred seventy-eight read a a many as five agri cultural pub­
lications* Ho response indicated that all of the publication® 
listed were read* The Inquiry only listed the first 12 pub11-
31 cardoal*!*, o^. cit.. p. 2 5 3 .
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TABLE XXVI
EXTENT TO WHICH TEACHERS HOLD MBHBERSEI? IN CIVIC ORGANIZATIONS
Organisation Humber Holding Membership
American Vocational Association 295




Texas State Teachers Association 473






EXTENT TO WEIGH AGRICULTURAL PUBLICATIONS A,RE BEING BEAL REGULARLY AND TEACHER EVALUATION
^ , , . Number Reporting Number HankingPublication Reading In First Place
Agricultural Education Magazine 205 25
AVA Journal 205 6
NEA Journal 63 0
Farm Journal 373 37
Progressiva Parmer 455 38
Doanes Digest 25l 9fe
Farm and Ranch. 503 56
Universal Farmer 103 l
Farm Digest 179 9
Farm Quarterly 170 19
Texas Outlook 408 2
Country Gentleman 286 6
Better Farming Methods 90 71
Successful Farmer 64 25
The Furrow 2 0
Agricultural Leaders Digest 8 1
Soil and Water 21 10
County Agent and Vocational Agricultural Ins tame tor 14 1
Future Farmer Magazine 2 0
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cations in the table* The last seven were added to the list 
in the "other1* item*
Smith.3^ reported 97 per cent or the teachers in the 
Southern Region were reading "professional m&ga&ines and 
current publicationstw
Personal libraries* Table XXVIII revealed that 367  
teachers, or 65 per cent of the teachers who reported, had 
between one and 10 professional books in their personal li­
braries* Eleven, or two per cent, reported that they had 
over 90 books in their personal libraries* Fifty-six, or 10 
per cent, reported that they had between one and 10 agricul­
tural books and 33* or six per cent, had over 90 agricultural 
books in their personal libraries* Two hundred seventeen, or 
3I4. per cent, had one to 10 cultural books in their personal 
libraries, while 2 6, or five per cent, had over 90 cultural 
books* These data do not necessarily mean that extensive 
reading is being done for professional Improvement, but they 
do imply that the opportunity for such reading exists once th© 
teacher Is stimulated to seek professional growth*
Smith33 reported 70 per cent of the teachers In the South­
ern Region read books for professional Improvement* Two hun­
dred thirty-two teachers reported that they read 2lj-3 books for 
prof©ssional reading and 101 books were on technical agrl-
32 Smith, op* cit*, p* 15*
33 hoc * cit *
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SABLE XXVIII
NUMBER OF BOOKS IN PERSONAL LIBRARIES REPORTED BY TEACHERS
Number of 
Books
Number of Teachers Reporting
professional Agricultural Cultural
1-10 367 56 217
11-20 91 114 62
2 1 -3 0 31 120 33
31-40 14 70 9
4 1 -5 0 20 48 9
5 1 -6 0 5 29 2
6 1 -7 0 3 17 2
7 1 -8 0 6 2 5
8 1 -9 0 0 1 2
Over 90 11 33 26
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cultural subject matter. One hundred sixteen different books 
were named as read for professional improvement* This fact 
indicated that some direction should have been given by some 
agency in the selection of these books for teachers to read 
for professional improvements.
Be search being conducted* Data in Table XXIX revealed 
that research was conducted In five general areas* The re-* 
search conducted in plant culture consisted of items such as 
"rice studies," "cotton Insect control," "corn production," 
and various other Items that were grouped In categories with 
main topic headings to facilitate tabulation and presentation 
In table form. The same was true for the topics on livestock 
management and farm mechanics.
The topic, "professional studies," Included studies on 
workshops, occupational studies, judging contests and like 
items •
"Other studies," included such studies as irrigation 
practices, soil conservation studies, soil analysis In com­
munity and similar studies.
The 8lf Items of research represented 15 per cent of all 
the teachers that responded. Ho response Indicated more than 
one research.
Twenty**six per cent of the teachers who responded 
in Cardosier1 study for Louisiana Indicated some research
3^ CardoSiler, o£. cit*. p. 2£o.
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TABLE XXIX.
EXTENT TO WHICH TEACHERS REPORT CONDUCTING OH 
ASSISTING IN RESEARCH
Nature of Research Teachers Reporting
Studies on Plant Culture 
Studies on Livestock Management 
Professional Studies 






Total T i p
conducted other than thesis research* Most of thoe© teachers 
failed to Indicate th© nature of the research conducted* 
Leaves of absence* Leaves with partial pay whereby 
teachers may Improve themselves professionally was favored by 
371 of the $26 teachers who responded to the Item In the In­
quiry* Fifty-five were not in favor of the leaves and 100 
gave answers such as *don*t know," "doubtful,fl and "maybe*" 
Three hundred fifty teacher® of vocational agriculture 
represented In this study Indicated that they would take 
advantage of an authoritative leave of absence to Improve 
themselves professionally If such a plan were offered*
Activities requested from teacher training departments, 
The teachers were asked for Individual listings of services 
they would like to see implemented by the teacher training
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Institution*** The 21? individual listings were divided into 
five categories in order to present in the study in table 
form* Table XXX is a representation of this data*
TABLE XXX
ACTIVITIES REQUESTED FROM THE AGRICULTURAL EDUCATIOH 
DEPARTMENTS OF THE TEACHER. TRAILING- INSTITUTIONS
Activity m ®uab*r of9 Teachers Requesting
Extension Courses ks
Skill Schools 91
Services from Subject Matter Specialists 31
Visitation from Itinerant Teacher Trainer 1?
Individual Counseling for Specific Problems 29
The total of only 22? response® to this Item, and the 
few response© in succeeding items, In the opinion of the 
writer, are due In part to the teacher© being called upon to 
submit opinions in writing rather than check Idea© already 
expressed in items,
Santoa35 learned that assistance needed from teacher 
training staffs in Colorado were somewhat similar to those 
found in this study, except more emphasis was placed on the
35 Santos, o£, cit,. p, ?3*
professional rather than the technical needs. The study for 
Colorado listed locating and securing materials for in** 
at ruction,n as the most popular need* "Knowing and making 
effective use of guidance practices in vocational agricul­
ture" was second in need as Indicated by the teachers* Only 
one teacher in the study indicated need of a technical nature 
from the agricultural education departments of the teacher 
training institutions* The item ^training in farm management 
problems® was listed one time and ranked number fourteen in 
a group of fifteen needs*
Additional in**service education, activities participated 
In by the teachers * Very few responses revealed additional 
in-service education activities* Two teachers reported re­
vising the Supervised Farming Becord Bookl one Indicated 
helping to evaluate other schoolS| and five had done demon­
stration teaching*
The activities were all evaluated as being "good” and 
"fair" by the teachers who reported.
Activities requested from the .State supervisory staffs* 
Table XXXI represents the needs listed by the teachers as 
the most desirable from the supervisory staff*
These needs were very similar to those listed for the 
agricultural education departments of the teacher training 
institutions* The needs for "skill schools" were predominant*
121*.
Santos^* revealed "Desiring instruction as to the mech­
anics and value or reports required” as the outstanding need 
from State supervisory staffs,
TABLE XXXI
ACTIVITIES REQUESTED PROM THE STATE 
SUPERVISOR* STAFFS
A * Humber of acuivivy Teachers Requesting
Supply literature on new teaching methods 1?
Extension courses a
Skill schools 28
More and ia^roved meetings 21*.
More visits 2k
Closer supervision 33
Activities requested from local school administration* 
Table XXXII represents a listing of the teachers requesting 
help from the local school administration. Such Items as 
"demonstrative teaching,” "classroom visitation,” and "more 
and improved faculty meetings” were grouped under the head­
ing on supervision,
"Better Intra-school relationships” included such re-
36 Santos, C£* cit,, p. Ql#
12?
©ponses as "work to Improve the relationship between agrl~ 
culture department and remainder of school*" "quit working 
against agriculture program and ©tart working for it*" and 
"Inform other members of the faculty as to the functions of 
an agricultural program*"
"More and better equipment for the farm shop*" "better 
means of transportation for field trips," and "more liberal 
budgets for agricultural programs" were some of the response© 
grouped under "administrative functions*"
Many responses such as "leave me alone," "they don*t 
know what the program should be," and "none" were considered 
negative response© and were omitted from this study*
teachers in Colorado listed "providing more adequate 
classroom and shop ©pace" as the number one need from the
TABLE XXXII 
ACTIVITIES REQUESTED FROM THE LOCAL SCHOOL ADMIHISTBAT OB
Activity Humber of Teachers Requesting
Supervisory function© 29
Better intra-^school relationships 26
Administrative functions 36
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local school administrators* "Selecting and guiding students 
enrolling in vocational agriculture” was a close second in 
need and "Believing vocational agriculture boy® from too 
much athletics” was mentioned by one teacher for the last 
place in a group of fifteen needs*37
Activities requested from technical staffs of the 
teacher training institutions* The data in Table XXXIII 
reveal five areas in which needs are encountered# Upon 
closer examination of the table It is observed that 5>!}. re­
sponses indicate request© for skill schools. This figure 
represents approximately 35 P©r cent of all responses to the 
item*
TABLE XXXIII
ACTIVITIES REQUESTED FROM THE TECHNICAL AGRICULTURAL 
DEPARTMENTS OF THE TEACHER TRAINING INSTITUTIONS
Activity Number of Teacher© Requesting
Serve as source for up-to-date 
technical information 28
Extension courses 21
Providing skill schools 5lj.
Providing reference material 39
Providing field demonstrations 13
37 Santos, op. cit** p. 78*
12?
Santo©^ grouped the Colorado teacher©1 requests for 
assistance from the technical agricultural staffs of the 
teacher training institutions into the following general 
categoriess Livestock and poultry productions Crop, fruit 
and vegetable production; Farm management practices; Agri­
cultural economic©; and Farm mechanics, TFnder each of these 
general categories, different farm ©nterprls©© were set up 
and needs for skills in operating each of these enterprises 
were listed*
Assistance needed from other agencies* An examination 
of data In Table XXXIV revealed two agencies from which as­
sistance was requested: the Experiment Station© and the B*- 
tension Services*
Most of the responses to this item indicated that 
some method was needed whereby teachers of vocational agri­
culture could receive report© and publications from experi­
ment stations as soon as new to clinical method© were estab­
lished through research and then b© invited to see thee© new 
methods demonstrated by staffs of the experiment stations or 
extension service* Some teacher© revealed that research data 
did not reach them until they were published In current peri­
odicals •
3& Santos, op, cit,, pp, 89-III,
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TABLE XXXIV
OTHER AGENCIES FROM WHIOH ASSISTANCE IS HEEDED
Agency AssistanceHeeded Humber of teachers Requesting
Experiment 1* Reports 7Stations
2* JXemonstrations andfield trips 9
Extension X * Latest technicalService information as soon 8as released
2. Demonstrations andfield trips 5
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Seven educational institutions in Texas have been author­
ised to train teachers of vocational agriculture* These agri­
cultural education departments were staffed by a total of 
twenty members* Most of these educational institutions advo­
cated itinerant teacher training and had the opinion that the 
teacher trainers should direct the itinerant program, but 
they were limited in this activity by the State plan*
Five of the educational institutions offered graduate 
work; three sent subject matter to teachers; five did some 
research; all seven reported participating In evaluating high 
school programs; and all Indicated that the inability to do 
itinerant teacher training was the weakest phase in their 
in-service education program*
The State department did no itinerant teacher training; 
did not publish newsletters; did no organized research and 
made little effort to make research data available to teach­
ers in the State* Conferences on tri-area, area, and dis­
trict basis were held and joint conferences were held between 
teacher trainers and State staff members*
Teachers from Area I sent in the greatest percentage of 
returns and the lowest percentage of returns was received 
from Area IX •
Bachelor1s degrees were held by vocational agriculture 
teachers of Texas from 22 educational Institutions and were
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granted over a period of 2f? years. Master's degrees were 
granted from different educational institutions.
Graduate credit was earned through five media with that 
credit earned in summer school being evaluated highest In 
professional improvement.
More district meetings were attended than any other agri­
cultural conference and received the greatest number of rank­
ings for first place in the Improvement of programs.
County agricultural meetings were being attended by 
most of the teachers while few were attending county class­
room teachers* meetings*
teachers indicated few visits from area supervisors. 
These visits for the most part were less than one-half day 
in length and ranked mostly ^fair** and *good** in improving 
instruction,
CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary
The following summary is from data presented In Chapter 
III* It will be recalled that these data were taken from 
inquiries sent to the teachers of vocational agriculture and 
from Interview forms from the agricultural education depart­
ments of the educational institutions and the State office 
for vocational services*
1* There were $60 teachers of vocational agriculture, 
seven teacher trainers for vocational agriculture, and one 
assistant commissioner for vocational services cooperating 
In thls study *
2. There were 25*209 all-day students enrolled, report­
ed by 56o teachers* This represents an average enrollment of 
approximately I4S all-day students of vocational agriculture 
per teacher*
3* A total enrollment of 3»71^ young farmer© was re­
ported by 29lf teachers* This represents an average of 12*9 
young farmers per teacher of vocational agriculture,
I4., Three hundred seventy-four te&ehers reported a 
total enrollment of 9*526 adult farmers, or an average of 
2 7 *0 adult farmers per teacher.
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5. The teachers represented In tills study reported sn 
average of 7*5 years ©f experience In teaching vocational 
agriculture* Th© average tenure in present positions was 
i|.*7 years*
6* Vocational agricultural teachers reported that they 
held bachelor’& degrees from 22 educational Institutions*
Seven of these educational institutions were authorised by the 
State plan to qualify teachers of vocational agriculture* two 
hundred fifty teachers reported that they held master’s degrees, 
7* A total of 8,003 semester hour© of graduate credit 
was reported earned by $99 teachers through summer school*
One hundred thirty-eight teachers who responded rated summer 
school as the most effective In achieving professional im­
provement *
8* There was an average of 3*8 county meetings per 
teacher of vocational agriculture attended throughout; the 
State; an average of 8*1 district meetingsj an average of 
2.1 area meeting©; an average ©f .9 State or tri-area meet­
ings; and 1̂ 3 teachers attended national meetings*
9 * There were 3if2 teachers in the sample who evaluated 
district meetings as the most effective In improving programs*
10. There was an average of 11.5 county and local agri­
cultural meetings attended per teacher.
11. There were 2*6 county classroom teachers1 meetings 
attended per teacher of vocational agriculture* The meetings 
were consistently rated lpw in Improving teaching.
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X2U There was an average of *2 visit® mad© to th©
teacher© by ©aeh area supervisor* This was an average of 
approximately *88 visits per teacher*
13* She area supervisory visit® were rated by the teach­
er c of vocational agriculture as predominantly "good” and 
^falr” In the improvement of teaching*
llj.* Hinety-six of the area supervisors* visits lasted 
on© day| l5î  visits lasted one-half day and 19? visits were 
less than one-half day in length*
15* There were only 105 visits reported from the county 
supervisor© to teachers of vocational agriculture*
l6. Twenty-four of the county supervisors' visits lasted 
one day; 21 visits were for one-half day and 60 visits lasted 
less than one-half day*
17* Twenty-three ©f the teachers who reported* evaluated 
county supervisory visit© ”excellent” in improving teaching;
21 evaluated them as ”goodj” 57 evaluated the visits ”fair 
and four evaluated them as ”poor*”
13. Hinety-seven teachers of vocational agriculture rep­
resented In this study reported that supervisory visits of 
one day* s duration were th© most effective In improving teach­
ing; X&3 had the opinion that one-haIf-day visits were most 
effective; and I07 considered visits of less than one-half 
day a» the most effective.
19* Two hundred nineteen teacher® reported that super­
vision throu#* visitation was being practiced by local super­
intendents. Seventy reported county superintendents’ visits 
and 163 teachers were visited by the high school principal*
2G* Teachers reported 836 visits from members of the 
Extension Service; 802 visit® from representatives of the 
Soil Conservation Service; 196 visits from th© Texas Fish,
Game and Oyster Coimaission; 276 visits from members of the 
FKAj 97 visit® from REA representatives; and 205 from FHA 
representatives*
21* There were 454 teachers of vocational agriculture 
who reported that had ordered 4 »2 3G publications from the 
teacher training institutions and 4*3*26 of these publications 
were reported received*
22* Five hundred forty**six teachers reported a total 
of 4 *3 9 9 faculty meetings held in the schools in which they 
were teaching* There were 3#846 of these meetings attended 
by teachers of vocational agriculture*
23* Three hundred thirty**three teachers reported that 
they did not observe another teacher in a teaching situation, 
while 188 reported an average of 2 *0 observations per teacher* 
24* There were five different agencies that assisted 
teachers of vocational agriculture 1 ,3 2 8 times through 19 
different ways*
25* Th© 546 teachers who reported had 5# 348# ox* an aver­
age of 9*8# article® published in professional magazine® and 
paper®, agricultural magazines and papers, and newspapers*
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26, Ninety-five per cent of the teachers who responded 
reported that they held membership in at least one civic 
organisation*
2?• One hundred per cent of the teachers who responded 
reported that they rend agricultural publications.
28* Eighty-four teachers of vocational agriculture rep­
resented in this study reported that they did research in 
five general areas.
29. Two hundred seventeen teacher® listed activities 
in five areas that they would like implemented by the agri­
cultural education departments of the teacher training 
institutions*
30* On© hundred thirty-four teacher® listed activities 
in six area® that they would like implemented by the State 
supervisory staff*
31. Ninety-on© teacher® listed activities in three gen­
eral areas that they would like initiated by th© local school 
administration.
32. One hundred fifty-five teacher® indicated activities 
in five general areas that they would like implemented by the 
technical agricultural department® of the teacher training 
institutions*
33* Twenty-nine teacher® of vocational agriculture rep­
resented in this study listed activities they would like im­
plemented by other agencies*
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Conclusions
Under* conditions which existed in tills study, the 
following conclusions eeea justifled5
1. Five hundred-sixty teachers reported all-day class-* 
es with an average enrollment of 1|.5, 29^ teachers reported 
young farmer classes with an average enrollment of 12.9, and 
371*. teachers z*eported adult classes with an average enroll* 
menfc of 27*
Instruction in vocational agriculture should be provided for three recognised groups1 (1) students 
who ar© preparing for farming! (2) out-of-school young men who are enrolled In young farmer classes to develop 
the ability to establish themselves in farming? and 
(3) adult farmers who ar© enrolled In adult farmer classes to Improve themselves in specific faming occu­pations. The State should recognise these groups when 
developing the programs for vocational education in agriculture and all teachers should provide Instruction 
for these groups.
2. The teachers reported an average of 7*5 years of 
experience teaching vocational agriculture with an average 
tenure of k*7 years in their present positions.
Th© teacher© of vocational agriculture in Texas 
have been inspired to remain In the teaching profession*
3. Two hundred fifty teachers held master*s degrees.
An inspiration for professional Improvement through 
acquiring advanced degrees is instilled in the teachers of vocational agriculture in Texas.
Ij„. Graduate credit is earned through several method© 
of course offerings by the educational institutions.
The educational Institutions providing means where­by teachers © a m  credit© leading to an advanced degree, adapt the offering© to the convenience and needs of th© recipient© whenever practical.
13?
5 t Conferences and laeetings ar© being held over th©
State whereby problems common to all teachers may be diseussed 
in group meetings*
teachers of vocational agriculture should meet fre* quently with member a of their own and other professions 
in order to discuss problems common to all and to seek 
to harmonise effort© in Integrating the individual offer­ings with the whole educational program*
6* Relatively few teachers are visited by State or
local supervisory staff© during the school year*
Person© vested with th© responsibility of super­vision should visit teachers in all phases of their programs in order to achieve improved teaching*
7. Services from selected governmental farm agencies
are being utilized in striving for improved programs of voca*
tional agriculture*
Teacher© of vocational agriculture should expend extreme organized effort in enlisting the service© of the governmental farm agencies in bringing about an improvement in th© program for meeting the prevalent needs of society in the community in which they serve*
8* Many requests for subject matter pertaining to pro*
blems encountered in the field of vocational agriculture are
in evidence, and most of the requests ar© being complied with
by the educational institutions*
Teachers of vocational agriculture should take ad* 
vantage of the subject matter services offered by educa­
tional institution© in order to keep abreast of modern 
technique© and trends*
9* Teacher© of vocational agriculture are attending 
numerous faculty meetings in the local school systems*
Teachers should attend th© faculty meeting© held in th© local school in order to lend an influence in
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coordinating the total school effort and to acquaint thornselvee with problems and techniques for solving 
problem® as presented by other members of th© faculty.
10* Very little evidence exists to Indicate extensive 
participation In observing other teachers in teaching situa­
tions.
All teachers should avail themselves of oppor­
tunities to observe other teachers while teaching, professional growth may be achieved through this facet 
in more than one direction: (1) Hew methods and devicesmay be observed in others1 teaching; (2) a different 
approach to subject matter may be gainedf and (3) th© 
observing teacher may discover weaknesses In others1 
teaching techniques that ar© similar to some of hi© 
own and an attempt can be made to correct these de­ficiencies#
11. Numerous local agencies are being exploited for 
services and information that lead to better opportunities 
for Improved program© of vocational agriculture.
Teachers should enlist the effort© of ©very serv­ice rendered by th© local agencies in the task of im­proving the offerings of the department of vocational 
agriculture.
12* This study reveals evidence that teachers are making 
some written contributions to professional and agricultural 
publications.
Teachers of vocational agriculture should submit 
news articles to the publications that serve th© pro­fessional fields and th© society with which they work.
13. The teachers of vocational agriculture ar© doing 
extensive reading In agricultural publications as evidenced 
by the data In this study.
Teaehers of vocational agriculture should tak© advantage of every available opportunity to Improve themselves professionally through reading current
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agricultural and professional publications relating to th© profession in which they ar© engaged,
llf. The teachers of vocational agriculture Indicate very 
little research is being conducted in agricultural or pro­
fessional studies*
Teachers In vocational agriculture should partici­pate in research or in making research data available to others#
15* The teachers ar© requesting additional services from 
the agricultural education departments of the teacher train­
ing institutions*
Teacher trainers in the educational institutions 
should follow their graduates to th© field and render whatever service® are needed and are compatible with accepted practices for affording professional growth 
to the teacher®,
l6* Many teachers are requesting additional services 
from the State supervisory staffs*
The State supervisor® for vocational agricultural education should provide th© supervisory service® that are recommended by authorities in th© field that will 
lead to eventual professional improvement In the teach­
ers who are in their charge#
17, Numerous request® ar© mad© for activities from th© 
local school administration*
Th© local school administration should be held 
responsible for those administrative and eupervisory activities that ar© recommended for th© improvement 
of the offering® in bringing education to th© whole community served by the school*
18* The teachers request various activities from the 
technical agricultural departments of th© educational Insti­
tutions,
lJfO
Staff members In the technical agricultural depart­
ments of the teacher training Institutions should be leaders in the technical phases of agriculture and should 
stand ready to perform such services as are conformable 
to general policies of the Institution and are needed by 
the teachers*
19* Teachers of vocational agriculture indicate that 
I some agency should be responsible for conducting research and 
releasing the research findings to the teachers*
Agencies responsible for doing research should also be held responsible for making theses research data available to teachers of vocational agriculture 
Immediately upon determining the data*
llfl
Hecommenda t iona for Furthey Study
The literature surveyed in this study and the analysis 
of the in-service education program as revealed by compiled 
data have elicited suggestions for additional or companion 
studies to this one, The writer recommends the following as 
suitable topics for additional studies to be made*
1* To determine the principal in-service education 
needs of teachers of vocational agriculture*
2. To determine the procedures used by each of the 
in-service education agencies that are striving for profes­
sional growth of teachers*
3* To determine the extent of co-operative effort be­
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APPENDIX A
1^9
DEPAJRTMEOT OF AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION LODISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY BATON ROUGE, LA.
AUGUST 30, 1952
Bear
Teachers of vocational agriculture In Texas are be­coming Interested in professional Improvement as indi­cated by their participation in graduate study and in other activities designed to Improve them professionally. 
The State and area supervisors as well as the teacher 
trainers are anxious to provide offerings of in-service education for this improvement* This together with the interest at the present time In Texas concerning the role of the teacher training institutions in the in-ser­vice education program prompted this study* I am attempt­ing to identify the offerings that are providing the maximum growth and to determine what the teachers In the field feel that they need in the way of in-service educa­
tion.
Your cooperation in filling out the enclosed inquiry 
will be appreciated and will contribute greatly to the 
study and I hope to the further development of in-service 
education In Texas. You may be assured that any infor­
mation furnished will appear only In the group study and 
cannot be identified as individual opinion*
Sincerely,
Grady G* Tic©Graduate Student (Teacher of Vocational Agriculture in Texas)
urmsmx b
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INQUIRY CONCERNING IN-SKRVICE EDUCATION
INSTRUCTIONSs The term wthla year” used in this inquiry 
refers to the fiscal year 1951-1952 (July 1, 1951 - June 30, 1952)# Professional work refers to general or voca­tional education* Agriculture refers to technical fields such &st dairying, agronomy, horticulture, animal hus­bandry, etc*
1 . In which of the ten vocational agricultural areas is your school located?___________ '_____*
2* Total enrollment in your department this years High 
School________  Young Farmer Adult Farmer^
3* Years teaching experience as of June 1952: In thi 
school_______________  In* V. A*
1|.* Check those college degrees you holds





5* Semester hour© completed? Prof©ssional^ 
Agriculture ________ _ Total
6 * Number of semester hour® of graduate credit you have
earned through? Summer s c h o o l   Extension
Regular session
?. Number of short courses that you have completed for college credit______    non-credit
8 * From items 6 and 7 which do you evaluate highest _second highest ______  third highest _______ _
9 . (a) Number of vocational agricultural conferences or
meetings you attended last years County District Area State National_____
(b) Which of these do you consider a® most beneficial 
in the improvement of your program? ____________
10. Number of county and local agricultural meetings youhave attended this year. &ow would youevaluate these meetings Tn"the'improv©ment of your 
program? Excellent Good Fair Poor_____
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IX* Number of county classroom teachers meetings you have attended this year Evaluate these meetings
as to importance In profes sional improvement„ Excellent_____  Good_____ Fair Poor_____
12. Number, of times your area supervisor ha® visited you this year . Hat© these visits as to importancein the improvement of instruction.Excellent^____ Good Fair Poor
13* Number of these visits that lasted 1 day i dayless
lk* Number of times you were visited this year by a county supervisor » Eat© these visits as to importancein the improvement of Instruction.
Excellent Good____ Fair Poor
15>. Number of these visits that lasted X day  i dayless
16. In the ©vent you are visited by a supervisor what length visit do you consider the most effective?
1 day J day less
17* Does your local superintendent visit your classroom for the purpose of improving instruction?County Superintendent? High School Principal''?'"
18. Indicate the number of times you have been visited this year by each of the following agencies: Extension
Service Soil Conservation Service $©xasFish, Game and Oyster Commission PMA _
FHA______
19. Number of publications of educational materials you have 
requested from the subject matter specialists of the teacher training institutions. Humber of items
you received .
20. Number of faculty meetings held in your school thisyear_______  * Humber of these meetings you attendedEvaluate these meetings as implements of improving 
Instruction: Excellent Good Fair Poor
21. How many teachers of vocational agriculture did youobserve this year In a teaching situation? _____
Length of time spent In observing each teacher
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22. Was your department evaluated this year?_____ If so,was th© ©valuation Initiated by you? Teacher
Trainer Area Supervisor Other ~
23# Check those Individuals or agencies from whom you
received professional assistance and information this year:
Local mechanics Natur® of assistance ______
Farm Supply and implement dealers : Nature “o^assistance
Colleges    Nature of assistance'  ' 1 1
'Experiment' Stations"'  '.. ."'Nature of ' assistance "




Humber of articles you had published this year in: 
Professional magazines and paper® Agriculturalmagazines and paper®_______ newspaper® ____________
Check those organisation® In which you are a member:AVA T V A ____Lion* s Club Farm Bureau
ChamberofC omme r c © ________  Others (specify) __________ ______
Kiwani s Rotary Club
Check those publications which you read regularly:Th© Agricultural Education Magazine ^ AVA JournalHEA Journal Farm Journal_____  Progressive
Farmer  Doane * s' Agricultural Digest^ Farm andRanch The Universal Farmer^ 




Which of these do you consider the most valuable In th© Improvement of instruction?  __
27. Number of books in" your'' persohal""library* Profess-' ional________  Agricultural Cultural
28. Did you conduct or assist with any special investi­gations or studies this year, excluding thesis r©- search? if so, what was th© nature of thisstudy ? ___________________ _ ____ ______ _ _____ _
29. Would you b© In favor of a program in Texas whereby 
agricultural teachers could take leaves of absence on partial pay in order to improve themselves pro­fessionally? Would you take advantage of such a plan if It w©r© offered? ________
1
15k
30. (a) List any other in—service education activities inwhieh you participated this year. _______________
(b) Do you value this activity as: ExcellentGood______  Fair   Poor
31 • List the additional in-service education activitiesyou would like to see implemented by the agricultural 
education departments of the teacher training insti­tutions .
State or Area Supervisory Staffs
Local School Administration
Technical Agricultural Departments of the teacher 
training institutions ____ _ ______








a* Resident Teacher Trainer( s) __________
b* Itinerant Teacher Trainer( © T _____ _ _
c. Subject Matter Specialist _____ __d* Research Specialist _____
2* Degrees held by this faculty* Ph*D.  I>. Ed*_M. A*  Other (specify)  _
3. Are you now providing itinerant teacher training services?________  If not, why? _____________
Would you provide itinerant teacher training service© if you were furnished with adequate facilities? _
5. List in order of importance the follow-up services you would like to provide If the means were available
6 . How often do you consider the first year agricultural 
teachers need visiting?
7* For what purposes do you consider first year teachers need supervision by visitation?_________ _____
8 * Do you prefer: Visit© on call  Mutually arrangedvisits  Unannounced visit© ?
9. What length visits do you consider a© most beneficial: More than 1 day 1 day -J day less than
i day____ ?
10* What Information gathering devices do you prefer Invisitations Check list Taking notes____  Men©except mental notations ?
11* Do you favor written reports of observations madeduring visits? If so, to whom do you send copiesof reports: Teacher©  Principal© Superintend­ents   Area Supervisors^  State ^Department  ?
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12* Who should direct the visits of the Itinerant teacher trainer?
13* Do you offer graduate work leading toward a Masters Degree? ____ ____ _____ ________ _________ _
1̂ .. How many semester hours of professional work do you 
offer on the graduate level?______________________
15* What courses do you offer as extension courses?
lb♦ What professional short courses did you offer during 1951-1952?________ _ ___________________________
17* What publications do you send out to th© vocational 
agricultural teachers? _____
18 • To what extent do you do research in the department?
19* How does your department assist In high school ©val­
uation programs ? _____
20m What material doe® the subject matter specialist pro­vide for the vocational agricultural teachers?^ _
21. What do you consider the weakest phase of your pro­
gram of In-service education?
22. What do you consider the strongest phase of your pro­
gram of in-service education?_____ _____    '
A f m M m x  »
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INFORMATICS SHEET FROM THE STATE EBPARTMENT OF VOCATIONAL, ACRICUhTUliAL EDUCATION
What in-service education procedures or devices do you administer throu^i the State office?
(a) Itinerant teacher training services ____
(b) Publishing and distributing newsletters
(c) Research._____
(d) Organizing, financing and conducting work­shop & _____
(©) Organizing, financing and conducting State conferences area conferencesdistrict conferences_  t
(f) Cooperating with teacher training Institutions 
in integrating th© in-service education pro­
gram________  How4?   _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
(g) Preparing and distributing instructional 
material_______ ________________ _________
(h) Provide assistance in evaluating high school 
prog rams  . ____ ___________________
{i) Cooperate with teacher training institutions in making findings from research available to 




DEPARTMENT OP AGRICULTURAX, EDUCATION 
LOUISIANA STATE TOIVEBPITY BATON ROUGE, LA.
OCTOBER 3, 1952
Dear
I have been pleased with the response to my inquiry concerning IN-SERVICE EDUCATION OP TEACHERS OP VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE IN TEXAS, I realise that 
many of you received the Inquiry at about the time your fall school term was beginning and perhaps you 
were too busy to give it any consideration at that 
time.
In the event you have not sent the completed form in I would certainly appreciate your taking about fifteen minutes and completing the enclosed 
form and returning it at your earliest convenience* I am sure you can appreciate my need for a repre­
sentative sample since this Inquiry will furnish the primary source of information for my disserta­tion study, which Is partial fulfillment of the re­
quirements for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy*
Sincerely yours.





DEPARTME!IT OF AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY BATON ROUGH, HA.
NOVEMBER 5, 1952
Dear
I have not received your reply to my Inquiry con­cerning In-Service Education of Teachers of Vocational Agriculture In Texas,
The study has alreadv entailed considerable effort 
and I have received only 48$ returns, Of course you are aware of th© fact that most authorities consider anything less than 60^ of a sample a© Invalid, In order for the 
sample to show validity I must have 108 more returns, Therefore, you can appreciate my need for an Immediate 
reply*
I shall look forward to hearing from you very soon.
Sincerely your®,





Grady George Tice was born May 17, 1914* at Bidgeway, 
Texas, son of Mr. and Mrs. G. W* Tice, the fourth child in 
a family of three sons and three daughters. H© completed 
seven grades at th© Willow Oak Elementary School and grades 
eight and nine at Oakland School, graduating in 1929* Both 
of these school© were located in Hopkins County in Texas*
The following five years were spent on the family farm 
and in 1934 he took a credit examination to enter East Texas 
State Teachers College, Commerce, Texas* H® received a four- 
year high school teaching certificate from this college in 
August, 1936.
In September, 1937, h© accepted a job teaching grades 
one through seven in the same school from which he had 
graduated in 192? and taught in this school until January, 
19l*l, when he was inducted into the United States Army*
He served in the 36th Infantry Division as a rifle 
squad leader and was sent to North Africa in April, 1943 •
In September, 1943» his unit was committed to action in the 
Invasion of Italy. He was taken prisoner by the German l6th 
panzer Division at Salerno, Italy on September 14, 1943* He 
was a prisoner of war In Germany and Poland until April 22, 
194?# which time he escaped from German guards and reached 
the American lines at Coswig, Germany on May 9# 1945* H© was
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discharged as a staff sergeant on September 30, 1945♦
In January, 19^6, he re-entered East Texas State Teach­
ers College and received his Bachelor of Science Degree in 
May, 19V?* He enrolled in Sam Houston State Teachers College, 
Huntsville, Texas, and received his Smith-Hughes certification 
in August, 1947*
Ke accepted a position as teacher of vocational agri­
culture at Justin High School, Justin, Texas, in August, 1947* 
He received the Master of Arts Degree from Sam Houston State 
Teachers College, Huntsville, Texas, in May, 1948* He became 
teacher of vocational agriculture at Cayuga High School,
Cayuga, Texas, in June, 1948* In June, 19S>1, he entered the 
graduate school of Louisiana State University In pursuit of 
the Doctor of philosophy Degree in Agricultural Education*
At Louisiana State University he was Graduate Assistant 
In the Agricultural Education Department and adviser to the 
Collegiate Chapter of the Future Farmer® of America* He was 
a member of Alpha Tau Alpha and Phi Delta Kappa.
He is married to the former Adena Sutton, daughter of 
Mrs. M. E* Sutton and the late Mr* Sutton, of Mansfield, Texas.
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